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Introduction
1.1 Why is the Grimsby Beach Area Being Reviewed?
Following recent development applications, inquiries and a pre-consultation request around the
Grimsby Beach Area, the Town of Grimsby determined that the current lotting pattern may result in
the potential for multiple lot development, or other forms of redevelopment pressures that are not in
keeping with the existing character of the community. The Town passed an Interim Control By-law
20-05 (“ICBL”) on February 3, 2020 to pause any new development and provide an opportunity to
examine the planning structure, assess transportation patterns, natural heritage features and other
elements that are valued together for their interrelationship and association with Grimsby Beach. The
ICBL expires in May 2021, however, Town staff will be requesting for an extension due to the time
implications caused by COVID-19. In doing so, the examination of key features and elements will
inform what planning tools could be considered and implemented to protect the area’s character.
The Town’s current Official Plan provides a general policy direction for ensuring that stable low density
residential areas remain stable, however, it does not provide specific or prescriptive direction for the
protection and maintenance of the unique built form and long-standing cultural heritage of the
Grimsby Beach area. Given the scale of the area, there have also been concerns regarding the level of
potential intensification brought forward with respect to the capacity of existing transportation and
servicing systems in the area.
The purpose of the Grimsby Beach Land Use Study is to provide a comprehensive review of the area
and provide recommendations for an implementable framework to manage change within the area.
Given the unique cultural and natural heritage characteristics of the Town, and Grimsby Beach in
particular, the study aims to consider a balance between cultural and natural heritage preservation
with potential replacement housing and overall neighbourhood change, to ensure that any specific
character defining attributes of the area are protected and enhanced.
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1.2 What Area is Being Reviewed?

Figure 1 - Map noting the location of the study area, including the potential boundary expansion areas
(Source: MHBC, 2021)

The Grimsby Beach Land Use Study area is outlined in red on Figure 1. The majority of the study area
is located to the North of Lake Street., between Baker Road North and Park Road North in the Town of
Grimsby The remaining study area is located to the South of Lake Street between Grand Avenue and
Birchpark Drive. Based on community feedback from early engagement, the community has
expressed that additional areas should be considered in the study area due to their significance with
respect to Grimsby Beach. These areas include the old Grimsby Beach gates, the woodlot lot on the
South of Betts Avenue and the East side of Park Street North.
1.3 What is Being Reviewed?
In addition to a review and assessment of the existing physical context and the current policy and
regulatory framework, the study will evaluate and better define the existing character of the area. The
study will also consider the range of planning tools that can be used to address change and protect
and enhance community character and recommend the most appropriate tools.
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2.0 Study Process
The Grimsby Beach Land Use Study consists of five phases (See Figure 2 below). Each phase includes
technical research and review, engagement with the community, meetings with the Stakeholder
Advisory Committee (SAC) and the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC). Both committees will
provide input at each stage of the study process.

Figure 2 – Detailed Work Program (Source: MHBC, 2020)
The first phase of the study is focused on background research, technical assessments and initial
community consultation. This background report is intended to inform the study process by providing
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An identification of the historical and physical neighbourhood context within Grimsby Beach;
Input from the community and stakeholders that identifies opportunities and challenges that
Grimsby Beach faces;
An identification of the changes occurring in the area and an understanding of what factors
are influencing change;
A summary of the land use planning policy and regulatory framework applicable to the area;
A summary of the heritage policies applicable to the area and the current identified cultural
heritage resources;
An assessment of the current neighbourhood character features;
An assessment of current traffic and parking conditions;
An assessment of the existing servicing and infrastructure for the area including stormwater
management;
An assessment of the existing natural heritage features and condition of the shoreline area;
A summary of the planning process and the tools that can be considered to manage the
change occurring in Grimsby Beach and a description of best practices; and,
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•

A summary of the existing conditions and key findings as well as the identification of areas
for further consideration in the next phase of the study.

3.0 Physical Context and Existing Conditions
Grimsby Beach is 17.6 ha in area and is located between Lake Ontario and the Queen Elizabeth
Highway in the Town of Grimsby. The neighbourhood is mainly comprised of a number of unique and
historic single-detached residential dwellings of varying styles and appearance, many of which are
commonly referred to as “gingerbread cottages” or “painted ladies”. Apart from residential uses, the
area consists of parks and green space as well as waterfront access to Lake Ontario. Grimsby Beach is
interconnected by a unique street network which consists of narrow cul-de-sacs and ‘dead-end’
streets which can be seen in Figure 3. A more detailed description of the characteristics of the Grimsby
Beach area is provided in Section 11.
The lands to the south of study area include new residential homes within recently developed plans
of subdivision and Grand Avenue Public School. The lands to the west and east consist of residential
uses. The Grimsby Wastewater Treatment Plant is located further to the southeast.
While the study boundary was provided through the ICBL, based on the feedback from the
community, some additional areas were identified and recommended to be added to the study area.
These areas are also shown on Figure 3 and will be further assessed in the later stages of the study.

Figure 3 - Context map noting the various land uses in Grimsby Beach (Source: MHBC, 2021)
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Based on the existing zoning of the area, the distribution of land uses is provided for in Table 1 which
illustrates that the majority of the area is zoned for residential uses.
Table 1: Grimsby Beach Existing Land Use
Zoning Designation
Grimsby Beach (residential)
Public Open Space
Commercial Convenience
Total

Approximate area (ha.)
11.7
2.6
0.2
14.5

For the purposes of the background report, Grimsby Beach has also been divided in to three subareas: The Core Area, Northwest Area and the South Area (See Figure 4 below). While there are
physical conditions that apply to the area as a whole, there are specific existing conditions and
characteristics that are defined within each of these areas. Reference to these sub-areas is used
throughout the report.

Figure 4 - Aerial Photography of the Grimsby Beach area, 2018, noting approximate location of Grimsby
Beach Study area and “focus areas”. (Source: Google Earth Pro, accessed 2021)
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3.1 Population and Demographics
The current population of Grimsby Beach is approximately 437 people based on the 150 residential
dwellings identified on mapping for the study area. The population has remained relatively stable in
this area.
3.2 Age of Housing
Given the historical context of Grimsby Beach, the majority of homes were constructed between the
years 1900-1945. Although homes built during this time are found in all three areas, they are mostly
concentrated around Bell Park and along the ‘dead-end’ streets in the Core and Northwest Area,
respectively (See Figure 5 Below). Over time, the neighbourhood has evolved which has resulted in
newer homes built between the years 1950 to 1999 throughout the neighbourhood, with several
homes in the Northwest area which were built after the year 2000. Unlike typical subdivisions, the
newer homes are located in pockets throughout the entire neighbourhood, as opposed to being
clustered together.

Figure 5 - Age of homes throughout Grimsby Beach (Source: MHBC, 2020)
There are currently five vacant parcels within the study area (6 including the additional study area).
Some of the parcels are adjacent to the right-of-way along Lake Street.
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3.3 Planning Applications
Grimsby Beach has experienced many changes over the last 40 years. While the lots and street patterns
remain relatively unchanged since the creation of the historic subdivisions, changes to homes
including renovations and new builds, and a growing interest in waterfront development, has altered
the historic neighbourhood. Planning activity within the Grimsby Beach area largely consists of minor
variance applications to permit additions and re-construction on existing lots. In total, there have been
a total of 57 minor variances, and 3 severance applications within the Grimsby Beach area, since 1976
(See Tables 2 & 3 and Figure 6).
The following is a breakdown in of applications in approximately 10 year spans:
Table 2: Breakdown of Planning Applications (1976-2020)
Years
Minor Variance Applications
1976-1987
14
1988-1998
17
1999-2009
21
2010-2020
5
Totals
57

Severance Applications
0
0
3
0
3

The last 10 years of data represents a decline in development applications within the Grimsby Beach
Area. This could be due to the greater restriction on development as a result of other beach studies
completed, as well as the currently in effect Interim Control By-Law.
Since 2010 there have been a total of 3 new builds and 3 additions to existing houses in the area all
of which have been permitted through Minor Variance applications. The following is a breakdown of
the approved applications:
Table 3: Minor Variance Applications (2010-2020)
Address
Minor Variance Description
4 Third Street
Minor variance to permit the re-construction of a new 2 storey dwelling with
reduced front and rear yard setback.
8 Auditorium Circle
3 Third Street

Minor variance to permit a 1 square metre addition to the existing dwelling
with a reduced side yard setback.
Minor variance to permit a 4.1 x 2.9 metres one storey addition with a
reduced side yard, and rear year setback, and increased lot coverage.

33 Victoria Terrace, Two minor variance applications were submitted to permit the development
lot 22 and 23
of two new 2 ½ storey dwelling units. As a part of these applications, only lot
23 was approved with a number of variances.
4 Ninth Street
A Minor Variance was approved reducing front yard setback requirements to
permit the construction of an unenclosed porch on the dwelling.
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In addition to the severances and minor variances, the Town has passed a number of deeming bylaws applicable to the older historic plans. A 'deeming by-law' removes lands (lots or blocks) from a
registered plan of subdivision, providing the plan of subdivision has been registered for more than 8
years. A deeming by-law can remove all of the lots or blocks of land within a registered plan, or only
some of the lots or blocks within a plan of subdivision. The following is a summary of the deeming
by-laws passed applicable to the study area that reflect the current lot fabric:
Table 4: Deeming By-Laws
Town Plan 64
By-law Plan and Lots merged
86-21 Lots 194, 201 and 204
87-121 Lots 252 to 255
89-108 Lots 260, 261, 262, 263 and 264
90-32 Lots 173, 174 and 175
90-89 Lots 275,276,277,278 and 279
96-71 Lots 378 and 379
96-126 Lots 357, 358, 359 and 360
97-49 Lots 228, 229, 230 and 231
97-79 Lots 340, 341 and 344
98-50 Lots 259 and Part of Lots 256,257 and 258
98-99 Lots 158, 159, 160, 161,162,163 and 164
05-32
Lots 356, 361 and Part of Lots 355 and 362
08-33 Lots 205, 206, 207 and 208
Town Plan 45 and 45a
By-law Plan and Lots merged
92-43 Lots 6,7 and 8
94-51 Lots 46, 47 and 54
98-82 Lots 9 and 10
00-1
Lots 34 and 35 and Part of Lots 36; and Lots 38 and Part of Lot 39
Plan 106
By-law Plan and Lots merged
03-38 Lots 806,839,840 and 841
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Address

253 Lake Street
1 Twelfth Street
Betts Avenue
18 Betts Avenue
8 Ninth Street
268 Lake Street
1 Eleventh Street
1 Fifth Street
16 Betts Avenue
1 Seventh Street
Address
397 Park Road North
4 Fourth Street
5 East Street
45 Victoria Street
Address
1 Fourteenth Street

Figure 6 - Planning applications between 2001 - 2020 (Source: MHBC, 2021)
3.4 Building Permits
There have been a number of building permits issued for the Grimsby Beach neighbourhood between
2001 and 2020. For the purpose of this study, only permits that alter the external areas of buildings or
the entirety of the building are included in this review.
A total of 43 building permits were issued for external works in the Study Area from 2001-2020. The
following figures and tables break down the averages over a 4 or 5 year span:
Table 5: Building Permit Applications (2001-2020)
Porch/Dec New
Years
Additions
k Additions Builds
2001-2004 5
1
2
2005-2010 5
1
3
2011-2015 6
1
1
2016-2020 1
1
0
Totals
17
4
6
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Restorations/
Reconstructions
4
2
6
1
13

Demolition
1
1
1
0
3

Total
Permits
13
12
15
3
43

Building Permits 2001-2020
20
15
10
5
0

2001-2004

2005-2010

2011-2015

2016-2020

Additions

Porch/Deck Additions

New Builds

Restorations/Reconstructions

Demolition

Figure 7 - Building permits issued between 2001-2020 (Source: MHBC, 2021)

Figure 8 - Location of building permits issued between 2001 - 2020 (Source: MHBC, 2021)
The significant increase in restorations and reconstruction in 2011 is a result of a number of fallen trees
that impacted the Study Area following a catastrophic windstorm in April. Accounting for the increase,
the averages across the first three time spans are relatively consistent. The last five years represents a
decline in the number of development permits. Similar to development applications above, this
decrease could be due to tighter restrictions on development and the growing respect for the unique
attributes within the area.
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4.0 Historical Context
The following section of the background report provides a brief summary of the history of the Grimsby
Beach study area and how it has evolved over time. This summary is based on a review of both primary
and secondary sources such as historical maps, photographs, and local history. This will enable an
understanding of how the area was influenced by social and cultural factors and the resulting
settlement patterns. The summary is not considered a comprehensive summary of all aspects of
history of the Town of Grimsby or the identified study area. Instead, it provides a historical summary
of how the Grimsby Beach study area developed over time in order to understand and identify the
heritage character of the area.
The Town of Grimsby (including the Grimsby Beach study area) is located within the St. Lawrence
Lowlands physiographic region of Ontario (Hillmer & Bothwell, 2020). This region is known for its
rolling hills, slopes, and glacial features (including the Niagara Escarpment) which were carved out of
the landscape by glacial movements. Grimsby Beach is situated on the south shore of Lake Ontario,
north of the Niagara Escarpment. This area is located within a sand plain, as per the physiographic
map provided in Figure 9. Grimsby Beach is located within the deciduous forest region of Ontario
(part of the St. Lawrence Lowlands area) and includes the most diverse species of vegetation in
Ontario. These geological, physiographic and natural features are important in influencing the
historical development of Grimsby Beach and provide the backdrop for its scenic beauty and
recreational use.
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Figure 9 - Map of Physiography of Southern Ontario. (Source: Ministry of Natural Resources,

Chapman and Putnam, 1984. Accessed online at
http://www.geologyontario.mndm.gov.on.ca/mndmfiles/pub/data/imaging/P2715/p2715.pdf)
The Grimsby Beach area is situated within the recognised territory of the Anishinaabe (Anishinabek
Nation). The rich natural resources provided by sandy soils, the shores of Lake Ontario, as well as
proximity of the study area to the Forty Mile Creek would have made ideal locations for use of the site
by indigenous communities up until the Euro-Canadian period of occupation (also known as the
“contact” or “colonial” periods).
According to the Hospital Corridor Secondary Plan & Urban Design Guidelines Background Report
(completed by SGL Planning & Design, 2018), Indigenous peoples had occupied the settlement now
known as Grimsby for thousands of years. The report identifies that the lands were occupied by the
Neutrals. This is confirmed by accounts of Samuel de Champlain in the early 17th century, who named
them “la nation neuter”. These people resided in agricultural-based villages relying on maize and
squash. The neutral peoples were greatly affected by the spread of disease and settled along trade
routes on the north shore of Lake Ontario during the mid. to late 17th century. A Neutral burial ground
is located approximately south-west of the Grimsby Beach study area, which was discovered in 1976
and the remains were reinterred in 1977.
The Town of Grimsby was settled in the late 18th century by United Empire Loyalists fleeing from the
American Revolution. The settlement was first known as The Forty, and later Grimsby. According to
the 1851 Canada Directory, Grimsby is noted as including the components of a well-established
village, such as grist and saw mills, merchants, hotels, tailors, shoemakers, and a postmaster. The Town
of Grimsby was surveyed into lots and concessions. The study area is comprised primarily of parts of
the following Lots and Concessions:
• Lot 3, Broken Front Concession,
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•

Lot 3, Concession 1 and;

•

Lot 4, Concession 1.

The expanded study area includes parts of Lot 2, Broken Front Concession as well as Lot 2, Concession
1.
The Grimsby Beach area developed in a different fashion than that of other recognized communities
within Grimsby. Grimsby Beach was used by Euro-Canadian settlers as a religious gathering place in
the mid-19th century, which became recognized as a “Methodist Campground”. The first religious
event was said to be a large temperance 1 meeting in 1846. The first Methodist camp meeting was
held in 1859, after the area was made available by early land-owner John B. Bowslaugh (See Figure 10
below). The area was considered an ideal gathering place for its scenic beauty, variety of mature trees
which provided shade, availability of water from a nearby spring, and accessibility (by land, and later
by water or rail) and other factors (Briggs, 1990: 9). Trees were cleared for open spaces for tents and a
small platform/stage was constructed for giving sermons. This week-long seasonal meeting became
an annual event. The functional needs of these religious and social gatherings influenced and shaped
the physical features of the study area over time (Briggs, 1990).

Figure 10 - 1862 Tremaine Map of Grimsby Township noting approximate location of Grimsby Beach
Study area, (Source: Tremaine, 1862. Accessed online at www.brocku.ca/library/)

In the mid-19th century, the only part of the Methodist Campground which was occupied was in the
immediate vicinity of Auditorium Circle. This area originally functioned as a circular amphitheatre and
was surrounded by small tents. These became known as ‘tent lots’ and can be described as pie-shaped
parcels surrounding the central amphitheatre and are visible on available maps and plans (Briggs,
1

The temperance movement was against the consumption of alcohol.
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1990). Only paths and trails were used to access the campground at this time. These characteristics of
the lot fabric remains part of the unique character of the study area. The following describes the
unique sense of place of the campground during the mid-19th century.
“The crackling of the camp fires, the rustling of the leaves, the faint echoes of the waves on
the beach, the subdued sound of the voices and footsteps in the outer circles of the
congregation, mingled in a low murmur, which was as agreeable to the ear as the
picturesque and sombre-coloured scene was to the eye.” (Briggs, 1900: 26).
The amphitheatre grew to include a wood-frame stage surrounded by a seating area. The small stage
was later replaced by a massive domed structure, known as the “temple” in 1887. The temple that was
removed in 1922 is often used as a symbol to represent the history of the area (Turcotte, 1985; Briggs,
1990).
By the 1870s, canvas and board tents were being replaced by wood-frame cottages (Briggs, 1990).
According to Briggs, as many as sixty or seventy wood-frame cottages had been constructed by 1875
(1990: 62). Cottages were also being constructed on the lakefront to avoid overcrowding in the areas
surrounding the auditorium (Turcotte & Jarvis, 1985). The areas adjacent to the circular campground
were expanded to include picnic areas and additional tents and related ancillary structures (Briggs,
1990).
According to a review of the 1875 Plan of the Ontario Methodist Campground, the unique character
of the lot fabric was formally established (See Figure 11) in 1875. The 1875 plan indicates that all of
Lot 3 in the Broken Front Concession and the majority of the north half of Lot 3 of the First Concession
were divided into blocks identified as A, through F, including a Park area (now known as Bell Park) and
Victoria Terrace along the shoreline. Early streets and lanes are indicated, including Lake Street, Centre
Street, as well as 1st and 2nd Avenue (which have since been re-named). The small “tent lots”
surrounding the auditorium are pie-shaped and are numbered 15 through 42. Rectangular-shaped
lots located along the shoreline are oriented towards Lake Ontario. Lots following a more traditional
grid-like pattern are located along what is now East Street, Centre Street, and Park Road North.
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Figure 11 - Plan of Subdivision of the Ontario Methodist Camp Ground Co., 1875 noting approximate
location of Grimsby Beach Study area (red) and expanded study area (yellow). (Source: Map provided
courtesy of the Town of Grimsby)

The popularity of the area grew towards the end of the 19th century and more cottages were
constructed. The area became a place of not only religious gatherings, but also of seasonal recreation
and retreat. By the turn-of-the century, infrastructure and circulation was well established. Access to
the campground improved with the construction of a wharf which received passengers by steamboat
as well as a railway stop at Grimsby Beach. The area included amenities and recreational facilities such
as tennis courts, lawn bowling, swimming, fishing, seating areas, swings, cooking stoves, a marketplace, shops, hotels, and bathing and boat houses (n.a., 1910; Turcotte & Jarvis, 1985; Briggs, 1990). Bell
Park was constructed in the 1880s, which could be described as a heart-shaped park west of
auditorium circle. The park was named for the bell which was used to call people to events (Turcotte
& Jarvis, 1985).
According to a review of the 1885 Plan of Grimsby Park (“New Survey”), the lots surrounding the
auditorium/temple were retained and identified as part of the “Old Survey”. Lots that were part of the
new survey were located south of Phelps Avenue (now Lake Street) and west of Lakeview Avenue
(now Betts Avenue). The lots located east of Betts Avenue were generally part of a grid-like pattern
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running on either side of what is now 5th Street, 6th Street, 7th Street, 9th Street, 10th Street, 11th Street
and 12th Street. Many of these lots have since been consolidated with adjacent parcels to create larger
lots. The 1885 Plan indicates that lots south of what is now Lake Street were also planned in a
traditional grid pattern with streets oriented north-south, providing views towards the Lake.

Figure 12 - New Plan of Subdivision of Grimsby Park, 1885, noting approximate location of Grimsby
Beach Study area (red) and expanded study area (yellow). (Source: Map provided courtesy of the Town of
Grimsby)

Structures within the study area which were constructed in the latter half of the 19th century have a
distinct architectural character. This includes their overall wood-frame construction, 1 to 1.5 storey
massing, porches, and Victorian detailing such as bargeboard and carved spindle-work. The cottages
are set amongst the trees along narrow lanes and were constructed within close proximity to each
other. Cottages are generally oriented towards the former Temple, Bell Park, or Lake. Cottages located
along streets having a grid-like pattern are generally oriented towards the street (east or west). The
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following provides a short description of how these cottages interacted with the public realm in the
late 19th century.
“In every direction are the cottages, peeping out from among the trees, or lining the shady
lanes and avenues which straggle off in many bewildering ways.” (Briggs 1990: 58).
By the early 20th century, Grimsby Beach was a well-established Chautauqua, known for its sermons,
lectures, concerts, recreation and entertainment. The area grew to include other key features and
attractions, such as a fish pond, merry-go-round, and a figure-8 roller coaster (Turcotte & Jarvis, 1985).
In 1914, a fire destroyed many buildings within the community, including at least 35 cottages and a
large hotel (Turcotte & Jarvis, 1985). The temple was removed in 1922 and a cairn was erected in
memoriam in 1939 (Turcotte & Jarvis, 1985). Many built features of the 19th and early 20th century which
supported the use of the community as a summer resort have been removed. However, remnants of
this landscape continue to influence its development. This creates a unique sense of place in Grimsby
Beach.
According to the early 20th century map of the Grimsby Beach area (See Figure 13) some aspects of
the 1875 Plan of the Methodist Campground have changed or been removed. The general character,
location and orientation of lot fabric remain unchanged. Streets have been opened-up between
close-knit clusters of cottages. The picnic grounds of the original Methodist Campground are
indicated in the proximity of the existing public school, west of Grand Avenue. The former merry-goround and amusement park area east of Grand Avenue is indicated on the map as well. This area has
since been developed as low-rise residential and is not part of the study area.
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Figure 13 - Map of Grimsby Beach, 1913, noting approximate location of Grimsby Beach Study area
(red) and expanded study area (yellow). (Source: Map provided courtesy of the Town of Grimsby)

According to the 1922 Plan of Subdivision, the established residential areas remained largely the
same and further residential lots following a grid pattern were added south of what is now Lake
Street (See Figure 14 below). The original Township Plan 45, 45A, 64 and part of Plan 187 all
contributed to the lotting pattern for Grimsby Beach.
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Figure 14 - Plan of Subdivision, Grimsby Beach, 1922, (Plans 45, 45A, and 144 Part of Lot 3, Concession 1)

noting approximate location of Grimsby Beach Study area (red) and expanded study area (yellow).
(Source: Map provided courtesy of the Town of Grimsby)
According to the 1934 aerial photo, Grimsby Beach was distinguishable from the surrounding areas
due to the presence of mature tree canopy and the absence of agricultural land. The tree canopy
covers the majority of features of the study area. Bell Park and the remains of the wharf are clearly
visible (See Figure 15).
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Figure 15 - Aerial Photography of the Grimsby Beach area, 1935, noting approximate location of Grimsby
Beach Study area (red) and expanded study area (yellow). (Source: Brock University Map Library)

According to the 1965 aerial photo, the area continues to be covered with a mature tree canopy and
structures are not readily visible. The remains of the wharf are visible and the study area remains
dominated by low-rise residential buildings.
What is now Lake Street forms part of what was formerly Phelps Avenue and Park Row, both of which
were part of the 1885 Plan of Subdivision (See Figure 12). Phelps Avenue and Park Row were not
conjoined to form Lake Street as a main thoroughfare through Grimsby Beach until the late 20th
century (post 1965) as per a review of available aerial photos. The construction of Lake Street resulted
in the re-configuration and/or loss of several residential side-streets part of the original grid-plans of
Subdivision within the Core Area and the South area as per a review of the aerial photos.
According to the 1954 aerial photo of Grimsby Beach, Lake Street had not yet been constructed as a
curved street forming part of the former Park Row and Phelps Avenue. The area was still dominated
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by short residential side-streets part of the original Plans of Subdivision and was dominated by mature
trees (See Figure 16).

Figure 16 - Aerial Photography of the Grimsby Beach area, 1954, noting approximate location of Grimsby
Beach Study area (red) and expanded study area (yellow). (Source: Brock University Map Library)

A portion of what is known as the “Grimsby Tree Stand” is located at the south-east corner of the study
area and is designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act (See Figure 17). This area represents
the former Picnic Area of Grimsby Park and was designated for its remaining mature trees and natural
features which communicate the historic character of the area.
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Figure 17 - Aerial Photography of the Grimsby Beach area, 1965, noting approximate location of Grimsby
Beach Study area (red) and expanded study area (yellow). (Source: Brock University Map Library)

According to the 2018 aerial photo, the areas surrounding Grimsby Beach which were previously
dominated by agricultural fields have been developed with residential subdivisions (See Figure 4).
The shoreline has recessed over time and the wharf promenade has been submerged. The tree
canopy has been reduced, but appears in clusters along the shoreline, within Auditorium Circle, Bell
Park, as well as undeveloped areas located east of Birchpark Drive and Inglewood Crescent.
For the purposes of describing the current character, the study area can be further sub-divided into
three distinct areas. This includes a) a Core area, b) the Northwest area, and c) the South area (See
Figure 4). While many structures and features of the 19th century Methodist Campground have been
removed, the unique character of the area is visible on the landscape through its settlement patterns,
circulation and lot patterns. Lots have been consolidated from small “tent lots” with adjacent parcels
to construct larger homes. Infill housing has also been added throughout the study area, resulting in
an evolved cultural heritage landscape which includes a range of built features and architectural styles.
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5.0 Transportation, Traffic and Parking
Developing a new planning approach and tools for the Grimsby Beach area will require assessing the
existing municipally owned transportation infrastructure and its capacity. The following section of the
background report provides a review and assessment of the existing road network, traffic conditions
and parking.
5.1 Boundary Road Network
To provide clarity throughout this report and in the supporting analysis, Lake Street, South Service
Road, and Queen Elizabeth Way have been assigned an east-west orientation. Baker Road North,
Birchpark Drive, Betts Avenue, Park Road North, and Bartlett Avenue have been assigned a north-south
orientation.
Lake Street is an east-west roadway with a two-lane cross-section. Lake Street is under the Town of
Grimsby jurisdiction and is defined as a Collector Road (per Schedule C-Transportation & Trails of The
Town of Grimsby's Official Plan (2012)). The roadway has a semi-urban cross-section west of Grand
Avenue. The posted speed limit is 50 km/h throughout the study area, and parking is prohibited on
either side of the road. Raised speed-humps in the north-south direction are present at Lake Street's
intersections with Baker Road North and Grand Avenue.
Baker Road is a north-south roadway with a two-lane semi-urban cross-section north of Lake Street.
Baker Road is under the Town of Grimsby jurisdiction and is defined as a Local Road (per Schedule CTransportation & Trails of The Town of Grimsby's Official Plan (2012)). Baker Road turns to Birchpark
Drive and continues in an east-west direction. Birchpark Drive then turns and intersects with Lake
Street in a north-south direction.
Betts Avenue is a north-south roadway with a two-lane rural cross-section on the south side of Lake
Street. Betts Avenue is a single northbound only lane with an urban cross-section on the north side
of Lake Avenue. Betts Avenue is under the Town of Grimsby jurisdiction and is defined as a Local
Road (per Schedule C-Transportation & Trails of The Town of Grimsby's Official Plan (2012). Northside
of Lake Street, Betts Avenue is a one-way only street with entry only. During future stages a review of
the right-of-way widths will be undertaken to support emergency vehicle turning through the
Grimsby Beach Study Area.
Park Road North is a north-south roadway with a two-lane semi-urban cross-section north of Lake
Street. Park Road is under the Town of Grimsby jurisdiction and is defined as a Local Road (per
Schedule C-Transportation & Trails of The Town of Grimsby's Official Plan (2012)).
Bartlett Avenue is a north-south roadway that intersects with Lake Street. North of Lake Street, Bartlett
Avenue has a two-lane semi-urban cross-section and a four-lane cross-section south of Lake Street.
Figure 18 shows the existing configurations along with the intersection control type for all the study
intersections.
5.2 Existing Infrastructure
As part of the review for existing conditions, existing sidewalks, bike lanes and trails have been
reviewed.
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Lake Street has exclusive bike lanes on both sides of the road and a sidewalk running parallel to the
roadway, with an approximate 4.5 metres buffer, on the south side of the road, west of Grand Avenue.
West of Grand Avenue, Lake Street has shared bike lanes in both directions.
Sidewalks are available on both sides of the road with no buffer (directly adjacent to the travelled
lane). On-street parking is prohibited on either side of the road. Schedule C of the Official Plan also
shows a Waterfront Trail that runs along Lake Street. Figure 18 also shows the available bike lanes
along Lake Street.
Baker Road North has sidewalks available on one side with an approximate buffer of 3.0 metres from
the travelled lane, where residential homes are present. There are currently no signs pertaining to any
cycling restrictions along Baker Road.
Betts Avenue does not have sidewalks or cycling facilities available on either side. There are no signs
related to parking restrictions on either side of the road.
Park Road North has sidewalks available on the west side throughout the study area. Parking is
permitted along the west side of the roadway. There are currently no signs pertaining to any cycling
restrictions along Park Road.
Bartlett Avenue has no sidewalks available at the north of Lake Street, south of Lake Street, sidewalks
are available on the west side of Bartlett Avenue.
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Figure 18 - Existing Lane Configurations (Source: Crozier, 2021)
5.3 Traffic Data
Turning movement counts at the intersections of Lake Street at Baker Road North, Lake Street at
Birchpark Drive, Lake Street at Betts Avenue, Lake Street at Park Road, Lake Street at Bartlett Avenue,
Bartlett Avenue at Queen Elizabeth Way Ramp, Bartlett Avenue at South Service Road, South Service
Road at Queen Elizabeth Way Ramp were conducted by Spectrum Traffic Inc. on Thursday, October 1,
2020, and on Saturday, October 3, 2020, from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Traffic data contained in Appendix
A1 provides a summary of the turning movement counts. Peak hour factors used for analysis were
calculated based on existing traffic and are summarized in Table 6.
Due to time constraints and traffic data availability counts during the summer peak were unavailable.
Traffic counts will be undertaken during summer months under a future phase of this project to
determine operational impacts during the peak summer season.
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Table 6: Existing Peak Hour Factors
Intersection

Weekday a.m.
Peak Hour
Factor

Weekday p.m.
Peak Hour Factor

Saturday Peak
Hour Factor

Lake Street at Baker Road North

0.88

0.94

0.91

Lake Street at Birchpark Drive

0.85

0.96

0.84

Lake Street at Betts Avenue

0.82

0.94

0.91

Lake Street at Park Road

0.80

0.89

0.88

Lake Street at Bartlett Avenue

0.84

0.91

0.91

0.94

0.97

0.99

0.94

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.90

0.96

Bartlett Avenue
at Queen Elizabeth Way Ramp
Bartlett Avenue
at South Service Road
South Service Road
at Queen Elizabeth Way Ramp
5.4 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Existing Traffic Analysis Traffic operations conditions at signalized and unsignalized intersections were
analyzed using Synchro Version 10.0, which incorporates the methodology outlined in the Highway
Capacity Manual (HCM 2010). Analysis parameters and assumptions include the following:
•
•
•

Existing peak hour factors for all intersections;
Ideal saturation flow rate based on the Synchro default value of 1,900 vphpl for all movements;
and,
Default lane widths for all lanes on all approaches.

The intersection operations are reported in two ways:
•
•

The volume to capacity (v/c) ratio which is represented numerically for signalized and
unsignalized intersections; and,
The level of service (LOS) is indicated by a letter and is based on the average control delay per
vehicle.

The intersection assessment is based on the method outlined in the "Highway Capacity Manual, 2010"
using Synchro 10 modelling software. Intersections are assessed using a Level of Service metric, with
ranges of delay assigned a letter from "A" to "F." For stop-controlled intersections, a Level of Service
"A" or "B" would typically be measured during off-peak hours when lesser traffic volumes are on the
roadways. Levels of Service "C" through "F" would typically be measured in the commuter peak hours
when more significant vehicle volumes cause longer travel times. The Level of Service (LOS) definitions
for signalized and stop control intersections are included in Appendix A2.
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5.5 Critical Movement Classifications
The following movements have been assumed to be critical movements for the purposed of this
review:
•
•
•

Through movements; and shared through-turning movements operating with volume to
capacity (v/c) ratios equal to or above 0.90;
Overall intersection operation with volume to capacity (v/c) ratios equal to or above 0.90; and,
Exclusive turning movements operating with volume to capacity (v/c) ratios equal to or above
1.00.

5.6 Intersection Operations
The existing traffic volumes were analyzed using Synchro 10.0 software. The intersection capacity
analysis, based on the existing road network configuration, existing signal timing plans and existing
traffic volumes, are summarized in Table 7. Critical movements, if any, are bolded. Detailed
intersection capacity and queuing analysis reports under the existing conditions are provided in
Appendix A3.
Our results conclude that all study intersections operate with a Level of Service of "D" or better. No
individual movements are operating above capacity. A maximum delay of 31 seconds is observed at
the intersection of South Service Road at Queen Elizabeth Way Ramp during the weekday p.m. peak
period. Operational analysis of existing traffic volumes indicates that reserve capacity is available for
future traffic volume growth on the boundary road network.
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Table 7: Existing Levels of Service

Intersection

Lake Street
at Baker Road North
(Stop Controlled)
Lake Street at Birchpark
Drive (Stop Controlled)

Lake Street at
Betts Avenue
(Stop Controlled)
Lake Street at
Park Road N
(Stop Controlled)
Lake Street
at Bartlett Avenue (Stop
Controlled)
Bartlett Avenue at
Queen Elizabeth Way
Ramp
(Stop Controlled)
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Peak Hour

Level of Service
(Average Delay per
Vehicles)

V/C Ratio(s) > 0.85
(Approach)

95th Percentile
Queue
Length > Storage
Length

Weekday A.M.

A (09.5 s)

0.03 (NB)

None

Weekday P.M.

B (10.8 s)

0.05 (NB)

None

Saturday Mid-Day

B (10.3 s)

0.05 (NB)

None

Weekday A.M.

B (10.6 s)

0.60 (NB)

None

Weekday P.M.

A (09.8 s)

0.04 (NB)

None

Saturday Mid-Day

B (10.3 s)

0.04 (NB)

None

Weekday A.M.

A (09.1 s)

0.00 (NB)

None

Weekday P.M.

B (10.0 s)

0.01 (NB)

None

Saturday Mid-Day

B (11.3 s)

0.01 (NB)

None

Weekday A.M.

B (11.1 s)

0.04 (NB)

None

Weekday P.M.

B (11.4 s)

0.03 (SB)

None

Saturday Mid-Day

B (10.7 s)

0.05 (SB)

None

Weekday A.M.

B (14.9 s)

0.21 (NBTL)

None

Weekday P.M.

B (13.7 s)

0.28 (NBTL)

None

Saturday Mid-Day

B (13.9 s)

0.24 (NBTL)

None

Weekday A.M.

B (12.4 s)

0.18 (WBL)

None

Weekday P.M.

B (12.8 s)

0.20 (WBL)

None

Saturday Mid-Day

B (11.9 s)

0.14 (WBL)

None

Intersection

Bartlett Avenue
at South Service Road
(Signalized)
South Service Road at
Queen Elizabeth Way
Ramp
(Stop Controlled)

Level of Service
(Average Delay
per
Vehicles)

Peak Hour

V/C Ratio(s) > 0.85
(Approach)

95th Percentile
Queue Length >
Storage
Length

Weekday A.M.

A (9.0 s)

0.27 (WBL)

None

Weekday P.M.

B (12.4 s)

0.56 (WBT)

None

Saturday Mid-Day

A (13.1 s)

0.48 (WBT)

None

Weekday A.M.

C (16.3 s)

0.25 (SBL)

None

Weekday P.M.

D (31.0 s)

0.64 (SBL)

None

Saturday Mid-Day
C (15.0 s)
0.30 (SBL)
None
Note 1: The Level of Service of a Stop-Controlled intersection is based on the critical approach's delay. The Level of Service of a
signalized intersection is based on the average control delay per vehicle. Niagara Region provided existing signal timings.
Note 2: All v/c ratios greater than 0.85 are highlighted.
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5.7 Existing Parking
There is limited parking available in the study area. There is a single municipal parking lot at Bell
Park which has eight (8) parking spots available. Additionally, there is a small parking lot on Temple
Lane that has six (6) parking spots available. Many of the public roads within the study area have
prohibited parking. On-street parking is available along one side of the roadway for Birchpark Drive
and Park Road.
5.8 Conclusions
Based on the review of the existing conditions in the study area, our conclusions are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Bicycle lanes, along with a Waterfront Trail, currently exist on Lake Street.
Turning movements counts were collected on a typical weekday and Saturday from 7:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Limited parking is available in the study area with approximately 14 municipal parking spots
divided between Bell Park and Temple Lane.
A review of peak summer conditions, future potential roadway improvements, potential
additional parking areas, and right-of-way impacts will be completed during a review of
future conditions.
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6.0 Servicing and Infrastructure
6.1 Introduction
The functional servicing and stormwater management overview identifies the existing servicing
infrastructure in the Grimsby Beach area. The existing civil works that were studied consist of:
•
•
•
•
•

Watermains;
Sanitary Sewers;
Sanitary (Wastewater) Treatment Facilities servicing the Community;
Stormwater Sewers; and,
Stormwater Facilities servicing the Lands.

6.2 Background Review
Background information pertinent to the Study Area was reviewed in order to inform the
assessment of the existing servicing infrastructure. The following reports and information were
reviewed:
•
•

As constructed drawings as provided by the Town of Grimsby and Niagara Region
Town of Grimsby Storm Drainage Update Master Drainage Plan Outlets 16, 22, 25, 27 and 30
(1989).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1999 Fire Underwriters Survey (FUS, 1999)
2010 Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority (NPCA) Stormwater Management Guidelines
2016 Water and Wastewater Master Servicing Plan Update (MSPU), prepared by GM BluePlan
2017 Niagara Region Development Charge Background Study
2019 Niagara Region Water-Wastewater Project Design Manual
2020 Niagara Region’s Public Works Awarded Contract 2019-T-231
2020 Drinking Water Quality Management System (QMS) Operational Plan Grimsby Water
Distribution System
2021 Town of Grimsby Geographic Information System (GIS) Mapping

•

The 2016 Master Servicing Plan Update was completed for 11 municipalities within Niagara Region,
including the Town of Grimsby. The 2016 Master Servicing Plan Update provides a review,
evaluation and development of water and wastewater servicing strategies for all servicing within
the urban areas of the Region. Population and employment growth forecasts used in the 2016
Master Servicing Plan Update are based on a 2041 planning horizon as provided by 2036 Municipal
Comprehensive Review.
6.3 Population Estimates
As noted above, the majority of the Study Area covers approximately 14.5 Ha. 2.6 Ha of that area is
designated as public open space and consists of public parks and beaches, with the remainder of
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the site is predominantly comprised of single-family dwellings. An occupancy rate of 2.91 persons
per unit (P.P.U) is used to calculate the population of the study area as stipulated in Schedule 7 of
the Development Charge Manual found in Appendix B1. Table 8 summarizes the calculations used
to determine the population of the study area.
Table 8: Current Estimated Population
Total Study Area Residential Area
(1)
11.9 Ha
14.5 Ha

Persons Per Unit (2)
(P.P.U)

Number of Units
Population
(3)

2.91
150
437
(1) 2.6 Ha designated as “Public Open Space” was subtracted the Total Study Area
(2) P.P.U based on adjusted Statistics Canada Custom 2011 Census database as per Niagara Region
Standards
(3) 150 Units are accounted for based on Zoning Map Schedule 7a provided by the Town of Grimsby

The estimated population of 437 persons will be utilized throughout the remainder of the report
to calculate water demand and sanitary sewage flow.
6.4 Servicing
The following observations are based on a review of as-built drawings as well as background
reports and documents supplied by the Town of Grimsby and Niagara Region. This is a preliminary
review of existing servicing infrastructure. As the land use plan is developed, calculations and
detailed design work will need to be completed to determine exact servicing needs for future
growth for the study area. At this stage, policies to support potential development and future
growth have not been established. Therefore, this report will examine existing demand and
servicing capacity.
6.4.1 Water Servicing
Water service within the Town of Grimsby is supplied by two tier municipally owned system.
Niagara Region owns and maintains the Grimsby Water Treatment Plant (WTP), reservoirs and
pumping stations while the Town of Grimsby owns and maintains the water distribution system
and Fire Hydrants. Water supply to the Grimsby Beach Study Area is provided by the Grimsby WTP
located approximately 5 km west of the Study Area. The Study Area is located within Pressure Zone
154 m per the Distribution Schematic contained in Appendix B1.
As detailed in the 2016 Water and Wastewater MSPU and the 2020 Drinking Water QMS, the
Grimsby WTP has a design capacity of 67, 000 m3/day (67 ML/day), a rated Maximum Day Demand
(MDD) Capacity of 44,000 m3/day (44 MLD) and an existing demand of 26, 000 m3/day. The Grimsby
WTP provides the water to the Beamsville, Grimsby and Smithville water distribution systems
through a combination of watermain networks, pumping stations, and service reservoirs. The
projected future demands have the Grimsby WTP reaching 80% capacity by 2027 and will require
an upgrade by 2041 to meet the expected MDD of 46,000 m3/day.
The 2016 Water and Wastewater MSPU indicates that areas near Lake Ontario in Town of Grimsby
have experienced high water pressures exceeding 100 psi. These areas include the Grimsby Beach
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Study Area. Niagara Region has proposed that a potential remedy is changes within the local
distribution systems through the creation of additional pressure zones or adjusting existing zone
boundaries in order to alleviate pressure concerns.
The 2016 Water and Wastewater MSPU indicates that areas near Lake Ontario in Town of Grimsby
have experienced high water pressures exceeding 100 psi. These areas include the Grimsby Beach
Study Area. Niagara Region has proposed that a potential remedy is changes within the local
distribution systems through the creation of additional pressure zones or adjusting existing zone
boundaries in order to alleviate pressure concerns.
Recent upgrades have occurred since the time of the 2016 Master Plan Update. The Region of
Niagara is currently constructing a new reservoir in order to address existing water storage deficits
and to insure future projected storage needs are met. The new reservoir will be located
immediately south of the Park Road Booster Pumping Station (BPS) and will add an additional
15,000 m3 of storage. The reservoir will be accompanied with a 500 mm diameter watermain back
feed. Upgrades to the Park Road BPS are also in the works in order to support the new reservoir.
Construction of the described work is scheduled for competition in September 2021.
According to the as constructed drawings provided by the Town of Grimsby, as well as GIS mapping
and other information provided by Public Works and Niagara Region it is understood that the water
supply is conveyed to the Study Area by a 150 mm ductile iron pipe running along Lake Street. A
series of watermains connect to this watermain in order to supply water to the remainder of the
Study Area. The existing water servicing infrastructure in the Study Area is summarized in
Appendix B2 Table B1 and includes:
•

200 mm diameter PVC watermain connecting Park Road North, Lake Street and Betts
Avenue and Grand Avenue.

•

A series of 150 mm diameter D.I. water mains supply water to 5th, 6th,7th,9th, 10th, and 12th
Street.

•

14th and 11th Street are serviced by a 25 mm diameter Type “K” copper.

•

38 mm diameter Type K copper watermain services dwellings fronting the Waterfront
Trail west of Third Street

•

The remainder of the Study area is supplied via 150 mm diameter watermains.

Refer to Figure 19 for an overview of water servicing infrastructure in the Study Area.
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Figure 19 - Water Servicing Infrastructure Study Area (Source: Crozier, 2021)
According to the Town of Grimsby GIS mapping, the water laterals for the majority of the properties
in the Study Area comprise of a Type K copper piping with the exception of properties on Betts
Avenue and properties fronting on Lake Street between Betts Avenue and Grand Avenue which
are serviced by a 20 mm diameter PEXA Polyethylene water laterals.
The Niagara Region Development Charge Background Study and the 2016 Water and Wastewater
MSPU were referenced to calculate the existing water demands for the Grimsby Beach Study Area.
An average daily water demand of 300 L/capita/day was used in conjunction with a population of
437 persons in order to calculate the water demand for the study area. Table 9 summarizes the
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estimated water demands for the existing area. Appendix B3 contains detailed water demand
calculations.
Table 9: Estimated Existing Water Demand
Standard

Average Daily
Demand (1)

Maximum Daily
Demand (2)

Niagara Region Design Standards

1.52 L/s

3.03 L/s

Peak Hourly
Demand (3)
6.06

L/s

(1) Dependant on an Average demand rate of 300 L/capita/day
(2) Dependant on a Max Day peaking factor of 2
(3) Dependant on a Peak Hour factor of 4
Using the Niagara Region Design Criteria for domestic water demand, the estimated average daily
demand is 1.52L/s and peak hourly water demand is 6.06 L/s. As noted above, at this stage policies
supporting future development and/or growth in the Study Area have not been developed.
Therefore, future water demand (growth demand) to has not been calculated at this time.
The municipal water supply system must also provide sufficient water to protect the Study Area in
the event of a fire. A review of the as constructed drawings and fire hydrant records provided by
the Town indicate that there are 20 fire hydrants in the Study Area. The fire hydrants are located on
a 150 mm diameter ductile Iron water main. According to recent hydrant flow tests completed by
the Town of Grimsby, the majority of the fire hydrants in the Study Area have a fire flow rate of 95
L/s, with a few having a range of 63 to 95 L/s. Refer to Appendix B2 Table B2 for a summary of the
Hydrant Flow Tests.
The Maximum Day Demand Available Fire flow analysis completed by GM BluePlan indicates that
the majority of the Study Area has an available fire flow of 150 to 250 L/s. A fire flow rate of 75 L/s is
commonly used for residential zones and is in line with the Fire Underwriters Survey (FUS, 1999).
There are 3 low flow areas along 11 Street and on Betts Avenue with an available fire flow of less
than 50 L/s. Water pressure in these specific areas should be further examined in order to ensure a
fire flow rate of 95 L/s is provided in all areas.
The corresponding fire duration for this amount of fire flow needed is approximately 2 hours, (FUS,
1999). The 2019 Niagara Region Water-Wastewater Project Design Manual stipulates that the
existing water infrastructure must have a pressure of not less than 140 kPa during fire flow demands.
It is assumed the hydrant flow tests were completed at pressures meeting or exceeding the
minimum 140 kPa requirement.
Preliminary analysis of the water serving infrastructure indicates that the existing water mains are
adequately sized to supply the domestic and fire demand needs for the Study Area. With the
completion of the new Grimsby Reservoir the Grimsby Water infrastructure is sufficiently sized to
accommodate projected future water demands for Grimsby Beach and surrounding areas. There
are some concerns regarding excess pressure in areas along the lake as identified by Niagara
Region, however this indicates sufficient supply and may be managed if required. We understand
that the Town has a capital replacement program in place for water main in the Study Area.
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Further demand calculations will be required to calculate the domestic and fire flow water
demands for the area. These calculations are dependent on land use, building area, and other
information to be determined for the Study Area.
6.4.2 Sanitary Servicing
The wastewater infrastructure in the Town of Grimsby is operated under a two-tier system. Niagara
Region owns and maintains the wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) and sewage pumping
stations while the Town of Grimsby owns and maintains the wastewater collection system.
Wastewater from the Study Area is treated at the Baker Road Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP)
located immediately west of the Study Area in the southwest intersection of Baker Road North and
Lake Street. As detailed in the 2016 Water and Wastewater MSPU the Study Area is in the Baker
Road WTTP sewer catchment. Sanitary flow from the narrow lane ways and streets in the Study Area
are collected by a series of gravity sewers that ultimately connect to a 1050 mm diameter sanitary
sewer trunk running along Lake Street which conveys the sewage directly to Baker Road WWTP.
Treated effluent from the WWTP is discharged to Lake Ontario via a gravity outfall along Baker Road
immediately adjacent to the western edge of the Study Area.
The 2016 Water and Wastewater MSPU indicates that the Baker Road WWTP has an average daily
flow rated capacity of 31.3 MLD and a peak dry weather capacity of 62.6 MLD. The Baker Road WWTP
maximum capacity can accommodate projected population growth to 2031 which will produce a
design peak dry weather flow of 61.0 MLD (706.5 L/s). Potential upgrades are being considered to
the Baker Road WWTP in order to accommodate projected population growth to 2041. These
upgrades include increasing the WWTP average day capacity from 31.3 MLD to 47.3 MLD.
The existing sanitary servicing infrastructure in the Study Area is summarized in Appendix B2 Table
B3 and includes:
•

200 mm diameter PVC-SCR-35 sanitary sewers an average slope of 0.4% services 5th,
6th,7th,8th, 10th, 12th, and 14th street (Town of Grimsby as-constructed drawings SA-8039 (D- G) August,1980))

•

375 mm diameter concrete sewer with an average slope of 0.4 % runs along park road
collecting sewage from the Auditorium area.

•

150 mm diameter concrete sewer with a slope of 4.0% and a 250 mm diameter PVC sewer
with an average slope of 1.8%a in the vicinity of the Auditorium Circle

•

200 mm diameter concrete sewers at an average slope services the remainder of the site.
(Town of Grimsby as-constructed drawings SA-63-23(A-D) (August,1980) and WM-Y1467(G,H) December 2013)

•

1050 mm diameter sanitary sewer collects the sewage from the Streets and SA-74-31(R-T)
(February 1977)
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Figure 20 illustrates the sanitary sewers in the Study Area, as well as the treated effluent discharge
from the Baker Road North WWTP to Lake Ontario.

Figure 20 - Existing Sanitary Infrastructure (Source: Crozier, 2021)
According to the Town of Grimsby GIS mapping provided for our review, the sanitary laterals for
the majority properties in the Grimsby Study Area have a diameter of 100 mm and comprise of
either PVC or concrete piping.
The Public Works department at the Town of Grimsby has completed closed circuit television
(CCTV) condition assessments of the existing sanitary collection system as part of an asset
management program that reviews the useful life of the pipes. Summary reports of the CCTV
footage has been provided for our review. According to the data provided 63 sewers in and around
the Grimsby Beach Study Area were reviewed between 2019 and 2020 and given a rating between
0 and 5. Sewers with little if any structural or operational defects were given a value of 0, sewers
with major deflection, a hole in the pipe, or severe blockage were given a value of 5, and sewers
that were not analyzed were given a null value. The following table summarizes the findings.
Table 10: CCTV Sanitary Sewer Overall Condition Rating
Overall Rating

0

1

2

3

4

5

Null (Not
Analyzed)

Total

Tally

10

1

30

4

3

2

13

63
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As illustrated in the CCTV sanitary sewer analysis approximately 80% of the sanitary sewers that
were analysed have an overall rating of 2 or better indicating the area is in good condition. The
study also shows that 20% of the sanitary sewers in the Study Area have not been analyzed. Further
analysis should be completed in order to accurately assess the overall conditions of the sewers in
the study area. Please refer to Table 4b in Appendix B2 for the listing of the sanitary sewers
provided by the Town of Grimsby.
The Niagara Region Development Charge Background Study and the 2016 Water and Wastewater
MSPU were referenced to calculate the sanitary sewage design flows for the existing Study Area. A
unit sewage flow of 275 L/capita/day was used in conjunction with an estimated population of 437
persons. Infiltration flow and a peaking factor were applied to the unit sewage flow to obtain the
total estimated design sewage flow. Table 11 summarizes the estimated sanitary sewage design
flows. The sanitary design flow calculations can be found in Appendix B4.
Table 11: Estimated Existing Sanitary Sewage Flows
Average
Peaking Peak Sewage Infiltration
Total Peak
Standard
Flow
Sewage Flow (1) Factor (2)
Flow (3) Sewage Flow
Niagara
Region
1.39 L/s
4.00
5.56 L/s
3.45 L/s
9.01 L/s
Design Standards
(1) 275 L/capita/day rate as per 2016 MSPU
(2) Per 2008 MOE Design Guidelines for Sewage Works
(3) Infiltration flow of 0.29 L/s/ha as per 2016 MSPU
The internal sewers servicing the Study Area have an average slope of 0.4% and a diameter of 200
mm, providing a maximum capacity of 21 L/s. The total peak sewage flow of 9.01 L/s accounts for
43% of the capacity of the 200 mm sanitary sewers. Additionally, the 1050 mm diameter sewer trunk
on Lake Street with a slope of 0.12% has a capacity of 930 L/s. The existing sewer trunk on Lake
Street has the ability to convey all sanitary flow from the site on its own; however it is noted that
the Study Area is on the downstream end of the sewer shed for the Baker Road WWTP, and
upstream flows may affect the available capacity. Further analysis should be completed as the Land
Use Study progresses.
Overall, the existing sanitary infrastructure within the Study Area appears to be adequately sized to
accommodate the existing population. Some capacity may be available for future development
and/or population growth. At this time, growth demand cannot be accurately projected as policies
for future development and/or growth have not been established.
6.5 Stormwater Management
The Study Area is located within the Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority (NPCA) and is
directly adjacent to Lake Ontario along the northern boundary. Publicly available topographic
mapping shows that the site generally gently slopes from south to north toward the shoreline. At
the western end of the Study Area, the shoreline is very steep and consists of a sharp drop of several
meters. This flattens out along the eastern end of the Study Area where the parklands and beach
are located.
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Stormwater management in the Study Area is regulated by the Town of Grimsby and Niagara
Region through the Town of Grimsby Storm Drainage Policy and Criteria and Town-Wide
Stormwater Quality Master Plan and Town Master Drainage Plan (1989). The NPCA also regulates
stormwater management within regulated features.
A large drainage feature traverses the Study Area from south to north and outlets to Lake Ontario
between 7th Street and 9th Street. According to the 1989 Master Drainage Plan (MDP), this drainage
feature is located in Sub-Catchment 178 which has an area of 14.5 Ha and runoff coefficient of 50.5.
This drainage feature collects all of the stormwater run-off of Sub-Catchment 178 and its parent
Catchments and discharges it to Lake Ontario at Node 275 (Outlet No 27), which is located in the
centre of the Study Area along the shore. The drainage feature is a combination of open channel
flow and piped discharge, with several upstream nodes. Sub-Catchment 178 is flanked to the east
and to the west by areas of uncontrolled flow. Refer to Appendix B6 Figure 6 for an illustration of
the master drainage plan for the area. Figure 6 in Appendix B6 also shows an illustration of the
modelling schematic of the area as well as the 100-year peak discharge of upstream catchment
area. Figure 7 in Appendix B6 shows an overview of the storm drainage infrastructure in the Study
Area.
As constructed drawings provided by the Town of Grimsby were used to identify the stormwater
infrastructure currently present in the Study Area. It is noted that the as-built information provided
is from the late 70’s and may not be current. As shown in Appendix B6 Figure 7, overland flow
along Lake Street is conveyed via ditches on both the north and south side of Lake Street flow
eastward from 12th Street and westward from Betts Avenue toward 7th Street. At 7th street, the
ditches are connected to the 1,200 mm storm sewer that discharges to Lake Ontario at Outlet No.
27. This is consistent with the Town of Grimsby Master Drainage Plan as the ditches convey runoff
generated from the Sub-Catchment Area 178.
As Illustrated on as constructed drawing SA-71-31R and SA-71-31S, the ditches on Lake Street east
of Betts Avenue direct surface runoff to the east towards a 450 mm diameter sewer that ultimately
outlets to Lake Ontario at Park Road North, on the eastern boundary of the Study Area. This outfall
is not noted on the Master Drainage Plan and lies within an overland flow area located between
Sub-Catchment Areas 182 and 178. The diameter, slope and construction of outfall is not recorded
and should be examined further if future growth or development is proposed in this area. East of
Park Road North, runoff generated is within Sub-Catchment Area 82 and is discharged at Outfall 30.
However, this is outside the Study Area. Future development is not expected to impact this Outfall.
From 12th Street westward, the ditches connect to a 600 mm diameter storm sewer running along
Lake Street from 14th street to Baker Road North which ultimately discharges to Lake Ontario via a
900 mm storm sewer and outfall. According to the as-built drawings provided, the outfall on Baker
Road North appears to be an armoured outfall. It is noted that the as-built information provided
for our review is from the late 70’s and makes reference to a storm sewer diversion, however further
details were not available.
The Baker Road North outfall is not noted on the Master Drainage Plan and lies within an
uncontrolled flow area located between Sub-Catchment Areas 164 and 178. It is unknown how
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much of the overland drainage area is captured by this outfall. The contributing flow from the
Study Area is relatively minor. The capacity of this storm sewer network and outfall should be
examined more closely should future growth or development be proposed in this portion of the
Study Area; however, it is not within the current scope to examine this system.
As Illustrated on as constructed drawing RD-75-25 D A series of storm sewers (of unknown diameter
and slope) along Auditorium circle, 3rd Street, Temple Lane and Fair Avenue collect surface runoff
and discharge to Lake Ontario through an unnamed outfall. According to the as-built drawings,
this outfall is equipped with a 150 mm wide grouted rip rap gutter as a means of erosion control
prior to being discharged to the Lake. A capacity analysis of this storm sewer network and the
outfall could not be completed due to the lack of information available. As future development
and growth potential in this area is refined, this storm sewer system should be reviewed to confirm
that the capacity and outfall condition is sufficient.
The Grimsby Woodlands subdivision directly south of the Grimsby Beach Study Area is also within
Sub-Catchment 178. Although both areas are within the same Sub-Catchment Area, runoff in the
Grimsby Woodlands subdivision is controlled by a stormwater management system within the
subdivision that attenuates the flows and outlets it through the 1,200 mm storm sewer to Lake
Ontario at Outlet 27. The Grimsby Woodlands subdivision is outside of the Study Area and as its
surface runoff is not directed into the Study Area it will not be further examined in this report.
According to the general principles outlined in the Town of Grimsby Storm Drainage Policy and
Criteria, at the outset of subdivision planning and design considerations must be given to the
potential effects of storms with a return period of up to 100 years. The Study Area is located within
Sub-Catchment Area 178 which discharges to Lake Ontario at Outlet 27. Outlet 30 is immediately
adjacent to the Study Area and convey runoff collected from lands east of the Study Area. The lands
within the Study Area do not appear to contribute runoff to Outlet 30. The following table
illustrates the existing and future land use flows for the 100-year storm for Outlets 27 & 30,
according to the projections of the 1989 Master Drainage Plan.
Table 12: 100-year Storm Characteristics
Existing Land Use
Outlet
Peak Discharge
Runoff Volume
27
3.12 m3/s
26.12 m3
30
10.63 m3/s
29.18 m3
1. Catchments ,27 and 30 Outlet to Lake Ontario
2. Per 1989 Master Drainage Plan

Future Land Use
Peak Discharge

Runoff Volume

3.72 m3/s
12.07 m3/s

31.02 m3
32.08 m3

Outlet 27 consists of a 1,200 mm diameter pipe with an average slope of approximately 1.2% before
discharging at the lake, therefore the capacity of the pipe is approximately 4.3 m3/s. As shown in
Table 12, the peak discharge for future land use according to the Master Drainage Study is 3.72
m3/s. Therefore, it is estimated that this 1,200 mm sewer will operate at an 86% capacity during a
100-year storm event. As the peak flowrate is a projected value established in 1989, the current
100-year flow capacity of the 1,200 mm diameter pipe may be higher or lower than 86%. Further
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analysis of flowrates upstream of Sub-Catchment 178 should be considered in order to obtain a
more accurate assessment of the operating capacity of the pipe, however this is considered to be
outside the scope of this report.
Erosion control, especially along the sensitive shoreline of Lake Ontario is important when
considering stormwater and drainage management. Existing erosion control features include
riprap at the outlet of the storm sewers servicing the eastern portion of the Study Area (Auditorium
Circle etc.) and the outlet at Baker Road North and a series of gabion Baskets and an armoured
outfall at Outlet 27. Generally speaking, if an outlet is primarily a storm sewer without an open
watercourse then no erosion impact is expected to the outlet embankment.
As noted above much of the Study Area is within the regulated area of the NPCA, therefore NPCA
Storm-water Management Guidelines would also apply. Typically, quantity and quality controls are
required for new stormwater management infrastructure. According to the NPCA Stormwater
Management Guidelines quantity controls are not required in the Study Area, as it is located directly
adjacent to the Lake. Stormwater and drainage may be directed to the Lake without any quantity
controls due to “beat the peak” approach, which seeks to direct stormwater flows as they occur
directly to an outlet in order to minimize any upstream constrictions or ponding. However, erosion
impacts to the shoreline at the outlets must still be considered. The erosion threshold of the
receiving watercourse should be examined and used to determine the potential increase in local
peak flows. As noted above the existing outlets appear to have sufficient erosion protection at this
time. As growth and/or development policies for the Study Area are developed, peak flows and
erosion impacts will have to be considered.
A minimum ‘Normal’ level of quality control (70% TSS reduction) is required for all new stormwater
management facilities within the Region as described in Table 2 of the NPCA Stormwater
management Guidelines, which can be found in Appendix B5. If high quality fish habitat is
identified, enhanced protection may be required. According to Niagara Region, areas next to and
discharging to Lake Ontario requires enhanced standard (80% TSS reduction), which should be
considered for future development. As growth and/or development policies for the Study Area
are developed, peak flows and erosion impacts will have to be considered. Future development
must confirm additional flows from re-development can be accommodated in the existing storm
sewers and overland flow routes, or if improvements or upgrades will be required. Low Impact
Development techniques should be considered to mitigate the impact of future development.
6.6 Study Area Servicing Constraints
The Study Area is characterized by Victorian and early 20th century cottages and homes located on
small lots, fronting onto narrow lanes and roadways and limited public open space. The width of
the roadways in many places is quite limited and may not permit the installation of additional below
grade servicing infrastructure within the road allowance if minimum separation distances cannot
be met. It is noted that existing underground services may be replaced and/or upgraded in situ if
additional capacity is required.
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The capacity assessment completed in this report consists of a desktop study only and is based on
the information provided by the Town of Grimsby and Niagara Region. We understand that the
Town of Grimsby has an ongoing asset management and condition assessment program that
assesses the useful life of the water and sanitary infrastructure, and a capital replacement program
for water main. However, in some areas there may be services that aren’t shown or recorded and
the age of some of the infrastructure is unknown. It is recommended that subsurface utility
inspections be completed as new and/or future development or redevelopment is proposed in
areas where condition assessments and/or available mapping is incomplete in order to confirm the
capacity and condition of the existing infrastructure as required
6.7 Conclusions
Crozier provides the following conclusions and recommendations regarding the existing condition
of the functional servicing infrastructure servicing the Grimsby Beach Study Area.

•

The current population is estimated to be approximately 437, based on a population
density of 2.91 persons per unit and 150 units.

•

There appears to be sufficient water supply in the Study Area. Municipal water services in
this area are known to have high pressures, indicating that additional capacity may be
available. Hydrant flow tests should be completed to confirm flows in the Study Area.

•

Existing sanitary sewers within the Study Area appear to have sufficient capacity for
current conditions. Some capacity is available for future population growth and/or
intensification.

•

The majority of the sanitary sewers analyzed with the use of CCTV appear to be in good
working condition. To date 80% of the sanitary sewers in the Study Area have been
reviewed. Further assessment should be completed to obtain a more accurate rating of
the overall sanitary system.

•

A capacity issue related to wet weather flows has been identified in the catchment area
for the Baker Road WWTP. Several options are being considered to address the issue.

•

Additional water demand analysis should be completed as the Land Use Study progresses
to determine future demands in the Study Area.

•

Limited stormwater management infrastructure is present in the Study Area. The majority
of the Study Area relies on overland flow to local ditches or the shore. There are three (3)
un-named storm sewer outlets at Baker Road, Auditorium Circle and Park Street North.

•

The storm sewer network in the Auditorium Circle portion of the Study Area should be
further assessed to determine if the capacity and outfall is adequately sized for future
conditions.
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•

The Study Area has no quality or quantity controls for storm water management. Quality
control should be incorporated in future development.

•

The narrow lanes and roadways of the Study Area may limit the installation of additional
servicing infrastructure if minimum separation distances cannot be maintained. Existing
underground services can likely be upgraded and/or replaced in situ.

•

Subsurface utility inspections should be completed as new and/or future development or
redevelopment is proposed in areas where existing information is lacking in order to
confirm the capacity and condition of the existing infrastructure as required.
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7.0 Natural Heritage and Shoreline Areas
An overview assessment of the natural-heritage characteristics and shoreline areas of Grimsby
Beach has been undertaken as a preliminary evaluation of existing conditions. The results of this
assessment will be used as part of the development of policies and regulations to address relevant
issues in the next stages of the study.
7.1 Natural Heritage
Among the most noteworthy natural-heritage features in the Grimsby Beach study area are the
trees, which constitute an urban forest. Many of the trees are Carolinian species, and many are the
remnants of the old-growth forest that existed in this area at the time of settlement. At least 20
species of tree can be found in Grimsby Beach, a summary of which is presented in Table 13.
Table 13: Tree Species in Grimsby Beach
Common Name

Scientific Name

Sugar Maple

Acer saccharum

Manitoba Maple

Acer negundo

- sometimes considered invasive

White Ash

Fraxinus americana

- few white ash remain, with most having been
removed because of succumbing to the emerald
ash borer

Red Oak

Quercus rubra

Black Walnut

Juglans nigra

Tree of Heaven

Ailanthus altissima

Honey Locust

Gleditsia triacanthos

Norway Maple

Acer platanoides

- exotic, invasive

Colorado Blue Spruce

Picea pungens

- often an ornamental tree

Siberian Elm

Ulmus pumila

- exotic, invasive

Basswood

Tilia americana

Shagbark Hickory

Carya ovata

Silver Maple

Acer saccharinum

Horse Chestnut

Aesculus hippocastanum

Black Cherry

Prunus serotina

Butternut

Juglans cinerea

- classified as provincially endangered

English Walnut

Juglans regia

- exotic

Norway Spruce

Picea abies

- exotic, often an ornamental tree

Red Maple

Acer rubrum

- sometimes considered invasive

Sassafras

Sassafras sp.

- often an ornamental tree
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Comments

- exotic, invasive

- exotic

High-quality species include Sugar Maple, Red Oak, Basswood, Silver Maple, Shagbark Hickory, Black
Cherry, Black Walnut, and Butternut. Butternut, one of which is located in the vicinity of # 19 Fair
Street (Bruce Mackenzie, personal communications), may be considered provincially endangered.
Six tree species found in Grimsby beach are non-native, including Norway Maple, Tree of Heaven,
Siberian Elm, Horse Chestnut, English Walnut, and Norway Spruce. Manitoba Maple, Tree of
Heaven, Norway Maple, Siberian Elm and Red Maple are often considered invasive, with Norway
Spruce, Colorado Blue Spruce, and Sassafras being largely ornamental.
Culturally, the tree community in Grimsby Beach provide aesthetic amenities, shade, protection
from the wind, and opportunities for bird watching. To wildlife, this urban forest provides nesting
habitat, food, and stop-over habitat for migrating birds as well as shelter and food for a range of
common small mammals. Interestingly, several “snags” or “wildlife trees” were noted in the study
area. Such trees have cavities, curled bark, decay, or niches that may be used as maternal roosting
habitat for bats. An example of a snag is illustrated in Figure 21. Grimsby Beach is within the range
of at least two endangered bat species - Little Brown Myotis (Myotis lucifugus) and Northern Myotis
(Myotis septentrionalis). A third species of endangered bat - the Tri-Coloured Bat (Perimyotis
subflavus) may also be found in the study area.

Figure 21 - “Snag, or “wildlife tree” noted at Grimsby Beach Park (21 January, 2021).
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Much of the other vegetation on the tablelands of Grimsby Beach consists of
ornamental/landscaping species, some of which are invasive (e.g. Periwinkle (Vinca minor)). The
occasional small patch of Phragmites sp. - an exotic and invasive reed - was also observed. Along
the waterfront, however, the relatively dense and natural plant community includes some of the
aforementioned tree species as well as much more in the way of shrubs and ground cover (Figure
22). Species noted in this area include Red Osier Dogwood (Cornus sericea), Raspberry (Rubus sp.),
Riverbank Grape (Vitis riparia), Staghorn Sumach (Rhus typhina), and Eastern White Cedar (Thuja
occidentalis). Two exotic and invasive species were also observed among the shoreline vegetation
- Dog Strangling Vine (Vincetoxicum rossicum) and Garlic Mustard (Alliaria petiolata).

Figure 22 - Example of shoreline vegetation at Grimsby Beach (21 September, 2020).
The trees and other flora along the shoreline contribute significantly to slope stability. In addition,
the waterfront and associated vegetation community provide a corridor for animal movement and
habitat for migrating birds. The study area, and particularly the Grimsby waterfront, is also part of
the Western Lake Ontario Important Bird Area (https://www.ibacanada.ca/site.jsp?siteID=ON022).
Numerous bird species pass through the Grimsby area during migration. A number of common
bird species are known or likely to be breeding in or in the vicinity of the Grimsby Beach Study area,
including: Blue Jay (Cyanocitta cristata), American Robin (Turdus migratorius), Song Sparrow
(Melospiza melodia), Cardinal (Cardinalis cardinalis), European Starling (Sturnus vulgaris), Goldfinch
(Spinus tristis), House Sparrow (Passer domesticus), Mourning Dove (Zenaida macroura), BlackP a g e | 52

Capped Chickadee (Poecile atricapillus), White-Breasted Nuthatch (Sitta carolinensis), and American
Tree sparrow (Spizelloides arborea).
More noteworthy birds known to breed in Grimsby Beach and adjacent lands include Merlin (Falco
columbarius), Coopers Hawk (Accipiter cooperii), Carolina Wren (Thryothorus ludovicianus), Northern
Mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos), Belted Kingfisher (Megaceryle alcyon) Tree Swallow (Tachycineta
bicolor), and Screech Owl (Megascops asio). Merlin are nesting in the pine trees near the model of
the pavilion at the Grand Old Oak property just south of the current Grimsby Beach study area
(Bruce Mackenzie, personal communications).
Mammals known or likely to be found in the study area include Eastern Grey Squirrel (Sciurus
carolinensis), Racoon (Procyon lotor), Striped Skunk (Mephitis mephitis), American Mink (Neovison
vison), Coyote (Canis latrans), American Opossum (Didelphis virginiana), Red Fox (Vulpes vulpes),
Eastern Cottontail (Sylvilagus floridanus) Least Weasel (Mustela nivalis) and various rodents. These
mammals are generally tolerant of urban settings and human activities, with mink most likely to be
encountered along the shoreline.
There are no watercourses or wetlands in Grimsby Beach. Although occasional toads have been
reported in the Grimsby Beach, there is no known amphibian-breeding habitat in the study area.
A Search of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry’s Natural Heritage Information Centre
(NHIC) database turned up no records of any species-at-risk biota in Grimsby Beach.
7.2 Shoreline Areas
As part of the natural heritage coastal review, the shoreline was assessed for potential vulnerability
to the impacts of climate change on the natural coastal processes, including shoreline erosion. A
considerable amount of research has been done on climate change and its expected effects on the
Great Lakes, but while results vary considerably, there is general consensus on several key points.
Overall, water levels are considered likely to fall while severe storm frequency and intensity are both
expected to increase. Climate change impacts on Lake Ontario water levels are expected to be less
than on the other Great Lakes because its water levels are regulated.
The Expert Panel on Climate Change Adaptation (2009) noted that water levels in many lakes,
including the Great Lakes, are projected to decline because of increased evaporation from open
water swept by stronger winds during a longer ice-free season. They did not describe any
quantitative descriptions of those projections.
McDermid et al. (2015) synthesized available science on the observed and predicted impacts of
climate change in the Great Lakes basin. They reported a lack of clarity in the understanding of
multiple factors influencing water level projections for the Great Lakes, and a low confidence in the
current projections of future water levels resulting from climate change.
Bonsal et al (2019) noted that disturbances to the water cycle by humans (dams, diversions and
withdrawals) make it difficult to discern climate-related changes. They also noted that most studies
of future levels used models that include phenomena that can have significant effects on water
balance, such as lake-effect snow, which transfers large amounts of water from the lake to the land.
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Projected net basin supplies showed changes to the season cycles for 2041-2070 compared with
1961-2000 producing an increase in water levels during the winter and early spring and a decrease
in summer and early fall. Overall estimates were a decrease in net basin supply of 0.7% in Lake
Ontario. On average, under a range of emission scenarios, most regional climate model studies
project a lowering of future Great Lake levels by 0.2 m for the 30-year time period centred on the
2050s, as compared to the 1971–2000 mean. However, there is a considerable range (from a 0.1 m
increase to a 0.5 m decrease). They also noted a low confidence in the estimate of future water
levels as a result of climate change. All of the studies they reviewed agreed that there will continue
to be large year-to-year and multi-year variability in lake levels, possibly even above and below the
historically observed extremes
An increase in storm frequency and intensity can be assumed to increase the long-term erosion
rate on unprotected shoreline for any given water level. Waves that erode the shoreline are depth
limited, meaning that the wave height is a function of the water level, which as noted above, is not
predicted with certainty. Theoretical changes in erosion rates could be determined with detailed
shoreline erosion modelling of past and predicted future waves and water levels, but the cost and
uncertainty associated with that modelling would far outweigh the benefit in terms of hazard
planning over a 100-year horizon.
The shoreline within the study area is approximately 845 m long. Approximately 63% of the
shoreline was viewed as being either very well or reasonably well protected and is not expected to
be vulnerable to climate change impacts. Approximately 9% of the shoreline is either unprotected
or poorly protected and is expected to be vulnerable to increased erosion if storm frequency
increases. The unprotected/poorly-protected section of shoreline is approximately 75 m long and
is located adjacent to the groyne-retained cobble beaches at the east end of the study area. This
shoreline is vulnerable to erosion unless protected, irrespective of the impact of climate change.
The remaining 28% of the shoreline has shoreline protection that appears to fit between the
descriptions of poor and reasonable. Those structures are considered to be potentially vulnerable,
but a proper assessment of the structures is required to better clarify their status.
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8.0 Policy and Regulatory Context
In reviewing the Grimsby Beach area, it is important to understand how it fits within the current
land use planning policy and regulatory framework. A number of policies apply to the area which
define its place within Provincial, Regional and local plans, how land uses within the area are
designated and what policies and regulations are currently applicable to the area that guide and
manage change. The following section of the background report provides a summary of those
policies and regulations.
The planning and development process is guided in Ontario by the Planning Act which sets out
requirements for plans and by-laws to manage growth, change, and regulate development. When
changes are sought to an existing site to develop it, or to an existing home either to alter or replace
it, a number of policies and regulations must be considered. Figure 23 below outline’s Ontario’s
policy-led planning system and development process.

Figure 23 - Ontario’s policy-led planning system (Source: MHBC, 2021)
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8.1 Provincial Policy
8.1.1 Provincial Policy Statement, 2020
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) is the consolidated statement of the government’s policies
on land use planning. Issued under the Planning Act, the PPS provides provincial policy direction
on key issues relating to land use and development, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Efficient land use management;
Provision of affordable housing and sufficient housing to meet changing needs;
Protecting resources of provincial interest;
Opportunities for economic development and job creation;
The appropriate transportation, water, sewer and other infrastructure needed to
accommodate current and future needs; and,
Protection of communities and resources from natural or human-made hazards.

While this section summarizes the PPS key policies and objectives, it is important to note that these
policies apply to Regional and local municipalities as a whole and local context and conditions are
important considerations in addressing these policies.
Building Strong, Healthy Communities- Where Growth Should Occur
Section 1 of the PPS outlines policies related to building strong and healthy communities, stating
this is achieved by promoting efficient land use patterns, accommodating a range and mix of
residential, employment and other uses to meet the long-term needs of residents; promoting costeffective development patterns and standards to minimize land consumption and servicing costs
and ensuring necessary infrastructure; improving accessibility for persons with disabilities and older
persons; and promoting development and land use patterns that conserve biodiversity and
consider the impacts of a changing climate (Policy 1.1.1 a) to h)).
The Preamble of Section 1.1.3 identifies that it is an interest of all communities to use land and
resources wisely, to promote efficient development patterns, protect resources, promote green
spaces, ensure effective use of infrastructure and public service facilities, and minimize unnecessary
public expenditures. The policies that follow provide direction on how this is to be achieved. In
accordance with these policies, the PPS directs that settlement areas on full municipal services be
the focus of growth and development and their vitality and regeneration shall be promoted (Policy
1.1.3.1).
While the PPS directs land use patterns within settlement areas, the context of those areas and the
urban structure of a municipality are key considerations in directing growth and intensification.
With respect to phasing of growth and development, the PPS requires planning authorities to
establish and implement policies to ensure the orderly progression of development within
designated growth areas and the timely provision of the infrastructure and public service facilities
required to meet current and projected needs (Policy 1.1.3.7 a) and b)).
Housing and Complete Communities
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Section 1.4 of the PPS provides policy direction related to housing, with the intent of ensuring
municipalities provide for an appropriate range and mix of housing types and densities required to
meet projected needs of current and future residents. Planning authorities are also directed to
ensure development of new housing is in locations where appropriate levels of infrastructure and
public service facilities exist; and, promote densities for new housing which efficiently use land,
resources, infrastructure and public service facilities and support the use of active transportation
and transit in areas where it exists or is to be developed (Policies 1.4.3 b), c) and d)). Further, Policy
1.4.3 e) directs municipalities to establish standards for residential intensification, redevelopment,
and new residential development which minimize the cost of housing and facilitate compact form
while maintaining appropriate levels of public health and safety.
The policies contained within Section 1.5 of the PPS further promote healthy and active
communities through the provision of safe streets, spaces and facilities to foster social interaction
and facilitate active transportation and community connectivity; and, equitably distributed
publicly-accessible built and natural settings for recreation including open space, trails and linkage
systems (Policy 1.5.1 a) and b)).
Transportation and Servicing
Section 1.6 provides direction for development as it relates to infrastructure and public service
facilities, identifying that the use of existing infrastructure and public service facilities should be
optimized and strategically located to support effective and efficient delivery of services (Policy
1.6.3 and 1.6.4). Policy 1.6.6.2 states that municipal water and wastewater systems are the
preferred form of servicing in settlement areas. Intensification and redevelopment within existing
settlement areas on existing municipal sewage services and municipal water services should be
promoted, wherever feasible. Policy 1.6.7.5 states that transportation and land use considerations
shall be integrated at all stages of the planning process and Policy 1.6.7.4 states that a land use
pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted that minimize the length and number of
vehicle trips and support current and future use of transit and active transportation.
Natural and Cultural Heritage
Section 2.0 of the PPS contains policies intended to promote the protection and conservation of
natural and significant cultural features and landscapes in Subsections 2.1 and 2.6 respectively.
In accordance with Section 2.1, natural areas are to be protected for the long term and maintained
or, where possible, improved to protect their significance and long-term functionality. In this
regard, development and site alteration is not permitted within significant wetlands, significant
coastal wetlands, significant wildlife habitat and significant areas of natural and scientific interest,
unless it has been demonstrated that there will be no negative impacts on the natural features or
their ecological functions (Policy 2.1.4 a) and b) and 2.1.5 a)- f)). Similarly, development and site
alteration is not permitted in fish habitat, habitat of endangered species and threatened species,
except in accordance with provincial and federal requirements (Policy 2.1.6 and 2.1.7). Further,
development and site alteration is not permitted on adjacent lands to these features and areas
unless the ecological function of the adjacent lands has been evaluated and it has been
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demonstrated that there will be no negative impacts on these features or their functions (Policy
2.1.8).
Section 2.6 of the PPS provides policies related to cultural heritage planning and cultural heritage
landscapes. In particular, the PPS states that cultural heritage landscapes shall be conserved (Policy
2.6.1) Further, with respect to development, Policy 2.6.2 states that development and site
alteration shall not be permitted on lands containing archaeological resources or areas of
archaeological potential unless significant archaeological resources have been conserved.
Hazard Lands
Section 3.1 sets out the policies related to natural hazards and specifically requires development
to be directed away from areas of natural or human-made hazards where there is an unacceptable
risk to public health or safety or of property damage, and not create new or aggravate existing
hazards. Mitigating potential risk to public health or safety or of property damage from natural
hazards, including the risks that may be associated with the impacts of a changing climate, will
require the Province, planning authorities, and conservation authorities to work together.
Development and site alteration shall not be permitted within an erosion hazard and/or dynamic
beach hazards, unless it has been demonstrated that the site has safe access appropriate for the
nature of the development and the natural hazard.
Implementation and Interpretation
Section 4.0 of the PPS speaks to implementation and interpretation. In particular, Policy 4.7 states
that the Official Plan is the most important vehicle for implementation of the PPS and
comprehensive, integrated, and long-term planning is best achieved through Official Plans. Official
plans shall identify provincial interests and set out appropriate land use designations and policies
and provide clear, reasonable, and attainable policies to protect provincial interests and direct
development to suitable areas.
As an area within the Town of Grimsby that is located within a Settlement Area as defined by the
PPS, any updated or new policies for Grimsby Beach should ensure that PPS matters related to
appropriate land use, natural and cultural heritage, transportation and servicing are addressed.
8.1.2 A Place to Grow – Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2020
Under the Planning Act, and on the foundations of the Provincial Policy Statement, A Place to
Grow, guides land use planning policies in a way that supports economic prosperity, protects the
environment, and helps communities achieve a high quality of life. The successful
implementation of A Place to Grow, known as the Growth Plan, is reliant on the following guiding
principles:
•
•
•
•

Support complete communities;
Prioritized intensification in strategic growth areas;
Provide flexibility to capitalize on new economic and employment opportunities;
Support a range and mix of housing options;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve integrated land use planning;
Provide different approaches to managing growth;
Protect and enhance natural heritage;
Support long-term viability and productivity of agriculture;
Conserve cultural heritage resources, and;
Plan for more resilient communities.

The Growth Plan applies to the Town of Grimsby in its context within the Region of Niagara. The
Region’s Official Plan must conform to the Growth Plan and direct growth forecasted to 2051 in
accordance with the Growth Plan policies on where and how growth should occur. The following
high level summary highlights the Growth Plan policies to be considered in the context of Grimsby
Beach as part of the Built-up Area within the Town.
Where Growth Should Occur
Section 2.2.1 of the Growth Plan provides direction on where and how growth is to occur and be
managed. In this regard, Policies 2.2.1.1- 2.2.1.3 state that growth is to be directed to settlement
areas with delineated built boundaries that have existing or planned municipal services which can
support the achievement of complete communities. The focus of growth is to be within delineated
built boundaries, strategic growth areas, locations with existing or planned transit and public
service facilities. These policies also place a priority on directing growth away from hazardous areas
and require an urban form that will optimize infrastructure to support the achievement of complete
communities through a more compact built form. It is also important to note that the Growth Plan
limits growth in settlement areas within the Greenbelt Area.
Policy 2.2.1.4 a) to g) establishes that the policies of the Plan should be applied to support the
achievement of complete communities that: feature a diverse mix of land uses with convenient
access to local stores, services and public services facilities; provide a range and mix of housing
options; expand access to transportation options, public service facilities, open space and
recreation facilities; ensure a high quality compact built form; mitigate and adapt to climate change
impacts; and, integrate green infrastructure and low impact development.
Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 identify the need for municipalities within Niagara Region to achieve 50% of
their growth through intensification within the built up areas. Within these areas municipalities
should provide a strategy that identifies a hierarchy of growth areas, recognizing local context and
local factors to ensure an appropriate type and scale of intensification which can be supported
through infrastructure and can be implemented through local Official Plan policies and zoning
regulations.
Housing
Policies respecting housing are contained within Section 2.2.6 of the Growth Plan. In accordance
with Policy 2.2.6.1, municipalities are required to support housing choice through the
achievement of the minimum intensification and density targets through identifying a diverse
range and mix of housing options and densities, including second units and affordable housing;
and, implement this through policy and zoning. Policy 2.2.6.2 states that municipalities will support
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the achievement of complete communities by planning to accommodate forecasted growth;
planning to achieve the minimum intensification and density targets; considering the range and
mix of housing options and densities of the existing housing stock; and, planning to diversify the
overall housing stock across the municipality.

Infrastructure to Support Growth
Policies related to infrastructure and transportation are contained within Section 3 of the Growth
Plan. These policies direct the Province and municipalities to undertake an integrated and
coordinated approach to land use planning, infrastructure investments and environmental
objectives to achieve the outcomes of the Plan. These policies promote optimization and improved
efficiency of the transportation, water and wastewater systems.
Water and wastewater plans and stormwater management plans are to be informed by watershed
planning, or an equivalent. Proposals proceeding by way of a secondary plan, plan of subdivision,
vacant land plan of condominium or site plan are to be supported by a stormwater management
plan that is informed by a subwatershed plan or equivalent; incorporates an integrated treatment
approach to minimize stormwater flows and reliance on stormwater ponds; established planning,
design and construction practices to minimize vegetation removal; and, aligns with the stormwater
master plan or equivalent for the settlement area, where applicable (Policy 3.2.7.2 a)- d)).
Protecting Resources
Section 4 of the Growth Plan provides policies for protecting resources including water systems,
the Natural Heritage System, key hydrologic features, public open space, the agricultural system,
cultural heritage resources and mineral aggregate resources. Additionally, this section provides
policies intended to mitigate the impacts of climate change. Municipalities are required to
incorporate the Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan as an overlay in their official plans and
are to apply policies to maintain, restore, or enhance the diversity and connectivity of the system
and the long-term ecological or hydrologic functions of the features (Policy 4.2.2.1, 4.2.2.2).
Beyond the natural heritage system for the Growth Plan, including within settlement areas,
municipalities are required to continue to protect any other natural heritage features and areas,
natural heritage system or identify new systems in a manner that is consistent with the PPS (Policy
4.2.2.6 a)-b)).
Public Open Space
Section 4.2.5 of the Growth Plan encourages municipalities to develop a system of publiclyaccessible parkland, open space, and trails as well as establish an open space system within
settlement areas which may include opportunities for urban agriculture, rooftop gardens,
communal courtyards and public parks.
Cultural Heritage Resources
Section 4.2.7 of the Growth plan also contains policies that note the important cultural heritage
resources that contribute to a sense of identity, support a vibrant tourism industry, and attract
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investment based on cultural amenities in municipalities. Accommodating growth can put
pressure on these resources through development and site alteration. It is necessary to plan in a way
that protects and maximizes the benefits of these resources that make our communities unique
and attractive places to live.
Grimsby Beach is in the Town’s settlement area and the built up area. While growth is directed to
the built up areas, the Town’s Official Plan must consider local context, natural and cultural heritage
resources and the appropriate type and scale of change in its communities based on local context
and conditions. It must also consider the capacity for change in relation to existing and planned
infrastructure. Grimsby Beach is not identified as a focal area for intensification or growth under the
Town or Regional Official Plan that implements the Growth Plan. It should, however, be considered
as an area with unique cultural heritage and character attributes that should be protected.
8.1.3 Greenbelt Plan, 2017
The Greenbelt Plan alongside the Growth Plan, the Niagara Escarpment Plan, and the Oak Ridges
Moraine Plan builds on the Provincial Policy Statement to establish a land use planning framework
for the Greater Golden Horseshoe including, Grimsby Beach.
The Plan’s main goal is to protect agricultural lands, water resources and natural areas, while
supporting the development of complete communities that are compact, walkable, and transit
supportive. The intentions of this plan are to be carried out through Ontario’s land use planning
system, including Official Plans, and consists of policies and guidelines that help shape them.
Grimsby Beach is identified as Towns/Villages as per Schedule 1 – Greenbelt Area as shown in
Figure 24. Towns/Villages have the largest concentrations of population, employment and
development within the Protected Countryside of the Greenbelt. Policies for these settlement areas
are largely directed towards municipalities to ensure Official Plans are supportive of complete
communities that are healthier, safer, and more equitable and resilient to impacts of climate
change.
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Figure 24 - A Map noting the Towns/Villages as per Schedule 1 – Greenbelt Area in the Green Belt Plan,
2017 (Source: MHBC, 2021)
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8.2 Regional Planning Policy
8.2.1 Niagara Region Official Plan
The Niagara Official Plan is a policy planning document that contains objectives, and policies that
shape Niagara's physical, economic and social development across its 12 local municipalities,
including the Town of Grimsby. The plan contains Niagara's approach to managing population and
employment growth; protecting the natural environment, resources and farmland; and providing
sufficient infrastructure.
The Regional Official Plan was initially approved in 1970. Since then, a number of amendments have
been made to reflect changes in land use, and Provincial policies. As a part of The Planning Act
municipalities are required to regularly review and update their land use policies to ensure official
plans align with the updated Provincial policies and objectives. The Region of Niagara Official Plan
is currently subject to a Municipal Comprehensive Review.
The Region’s Official Plan provides for a series of Schedules that apply to the Region as a whole.
With respect to the Grimsby Beach area the following Schedules apply:
Schedule A: Urban Structure – Grimsby Beach is within the Built Up Area as defined by the Growth
Plan and the Regional Plan. The area is also located within the Region’s Urban Area.
Schedule E1 and E2: Transportation – Identifies Lake Street as part of the Region’s Strategic
Cycling Network
Figure 25 below illustrates Grimsby Beach as provided on Schedule A of the Region’s Official Plan.
Section 4.0 of the Region’s Plan sets out policies for Managing Growth. Grimsby is identified as
providing for 80% of its growth through intensification. Local Official Plans are to provide policies
to address growth and development.
Further, Section 4.J contains policies on Urban Design and the Public Realm, which encourages
municipalities to adopt urban design guidelines in the preparation of Local Municipal Plans. The
initiative of the urban design analysis is intended to aid in the development of a public realm that
ensures communities remain attractive places, enhance our quality of life, and encourage tourism.
Section 7A of the Plan provides for policies related to Natural Heritage and includes a specific
section (7.A.5) which addresses Shorelines. The objectives in this section include maintaining and,
where possible, improving public access to open space along Niagara’s shorelines and maintaining
Niagara’s shorelines in as natural a condition as possible and promote environmental protection,
restoration and enhancement. The policies in Section 7.A.5 include:
Encouraging landowners to maintain Niagara’s shorelines in a natural state by:
a) Maintaining or establishing a naturally vegetated buffer strip along the shoreline; and,
b) Using non-structural shoreline protection such as bio-engineering with native
vegetation.
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Section 8 of the Region’s Plans deals with Infrastructure. The objectives for infrastructure are to
provide a framework where urban development occurs only in areas with full municipal services
and where public/private utility infrastructure has or will be established to serve the anticipated
growth and development.
Transportation policies are provided in Section 9 of the Region’s Plan which reference the
importance of active transportation and complete streets. Local municipalities are to include
policies within Official Plans that ensure that a complete streets approach is used in the design,
refurbishment, or reconstruction of their planned or existing street network.
The Region shares an interest in the protection and conservation of significant built heritage
resources and encourages local municipalities to develop policies to protect and conserve locally
significant built heritage resources and to utilize its authority under the Ontario Heritage Act to
designate individual properties, cultural heritage landscapes and heritage conservation districts
that are of cultural heritage value or interest. Policies related to the protection of cultural heritage
resources are provided in Section 10 of the Plan.
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Figure 25 - Niagara Region Official Plan: Schedule A-Regional Structure (Source: MHBC, 2021)
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8.3 Municipal Planning Policy
8.3.1 Town of Grimsby Official Plan (August 2018 Consolidation)
The purpose of the Town of Grimsby Official Plan, is to guide the overall strategic direction of the
municipality with the following vision:
“Grimsby’s future will build on its small town scenic character through managed growth that
will provide for a greater choice for housing, alternative modes of transportation, increased
employment, a vibrant downtown and an accessible public waterfront. Grimsby’s natural
heritage, cultural heritage, and arts will be celebrated and protected. The existing urban
settlement area of Grimsby will be intensified in a few key areas while respecting the small town
character and cultural heritage of the Town. Small-scale infill will be promoted in other parts of
the urban settlement area but will be sensitive to the surrounding housing character. The
Downtown will be enhanced as a vibrant and clean place where people can live, work, dine, and
shop in a small town atmosphere. A thriving employment area will be focused along the QEW
corridor.
Growth will complement the significant natural features of the Town, protect and strengthen the
scenic beauty that is provided by the backdrop of the escarpment, the Lake Ontario waterfront,
and the rural countryside. Increased public access to, and use of the shoreline will be a draw for
community gathering and will be linked to an interconnected parks and trail system.
Transportation choices will be improved with an efficient and connected road network and a
future public transit service anchored on Downtown and potential future GO Transit service
along the QEW and/or the railway corridor.
Grimsby will continue to be a healthy community through supportive policies to encourage
active lifestyles and alternative means of transportation such as walking. Grimsby’s countryside
ambiance will be maintained through support for the viability of the farming community.
Growth will be based on prudent infrastructure planning and strong policies that will define
where growth will occur, preserve the natural environment, maintain the quiet and peaceful
countryside and foster the building of an active, attractive and walkable urban community.”
In addition to the Town’s vision, the Town of Grimsby Official Plan is further guided by principles
and priorities, all of which aim to protect the Town’s natural, historic, and cultural small town
character.
Land development in the Town is guided by Land Use designations set out by the Official Plan.
Grimsby Beach is largely characterised by its Low Density Residential, Parks and Open Space, and
Environmental Conservation designations (As shown on Schedule B-2 Land Use – Urban
Settlement Area (East) (Figure 26). Additionally, the Grimsby Beach Neighbourhood is
characterized by a number of local roads, and a collector road, Lake Street, which also features trails
and bike routes (Schedule C – Transportation & Trails).
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Section 2.3 of the Grimsby Official Plan addresses policies related to stable residential
neighbourhoods and reflects the importance of ensuring these neighbourhoods remain stable and
that change is in keeping with the established character of the neighbourhoods.
Table 14: Town of Grimsby Official Plan Policies - Stable Residential Neighbourhoods

Policy
Provision
Urban Settlement Area Policies
2.3.2.1

2.3.2.10
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f) The stable residential neighbourhoods represent the existing residential
neighbourhoods within the built boundary. These areas are intended to
remain stable with change that is in keeping with the established character of
the neighbourhoods.
Outside of the major intensification areas and the Employment Areas, the majority of
the Urban Settlement Area within the built boundary is considered a stable residential
neighbourhood. Stable residential neighbourhoods are intended to retain their
existing character with limited change. This does not mean that new housing must
mimic the character, type and density of existing housing but rather it shall fit into and
reinforce the stability and character of the neighbourhood. Within this area, infill and
intensification may be permitted where it respects the scale and built form of the
surrounding neighbourhood, conforms to the land use policies of Section 3.4, and
meets the compatibility criteria in Section 3.4.7.

Figure 26 - Schedule B-2 Land Use – Urban Settlement Area (East) (Source: MHBC, 2021)
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Low Density Residential Areas
The following table provides an overview of the permitted uses and built form in the Grimsby Beach
Study Area in accordance with the Low Density Residential land use policies of the Official Plan.
These policies define the density (e.g., how many houses are permitted per hectare), the height of
homes and the types of housing permitted. The criteria found in Section 3.4.7 further identify how
new dwellings are to be considered within existing neighbourhoods and the criteria that are to be
addressed to ensure compatible development that respects existing character. These policies also
refer to the requirement for design guidelines to address character and the mitigation of impacts
of new housing.
Table 15: Town of Grimsby Official Plan Land Use Policies – Low Density Residential

Policy
Provision
Land Use Policies – Low Density Residential
3.4.2.1

3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.2.6
3.4.2.7

Within the Low Density Residential Area, permitted uses shall include:
a) Single detached dwellings, semi-detached dwellings, linked semi-detached
dwellings, secondary suites and duplexes;
b) Home Occupations subject to Section 3.4.1.5;
c) Parks and open spaces;
d) Community facilities;
e) Public and private utilities;
f) Bed and Breakfast Establishments subject to Section 3.4.1.6;
g) Local Convenience/Service Retail subject to Section 3.6.2;
h) Day Care Facilities subject to Section 3.4.1.8;
i) Places of Worship subject to Section 3.4.1.9;
j) Elementary Schools; and
k) Group Homes.
Low density residential building forms shall not exceed a height of 2.5 storeys.
All Low Density Residential development shall be compatible with adjacent properties
and shall respect the character and image of the neighbourhood.
Low density residential uses shall have a density of not more than 25 units per net
residential hectare.
All development within the Low Density Residential Area designation shall conform to
the Urban Design Policies for Residential Neighbourhoods in Section 3.4.7.
All new residential development, and additions greater than 20% of the existing floor
area, within stable residential neighbourhoods shall be subject to site plan approval at
the discretion of the Town, which shall consider the compatibility criteria of Section
3.4.7.4.

Design Policies and Criteria
3.4.7.3
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Location of Buildings with Respect to Roads, Parks, Open Space, Natural Hazards and
Natural Heritage

3.4.7.4

a) To reinforce the road, lane and block pattern, the following measures shall be
employed:
I. All buildings will be aligned parallel to a public road;
II. Siting and massing of buildings will provide a consistent relationship,
continuity and enclosure to the public roads;
III. Buildings located adjacent to, or at the edge of parks, natural hazards
and natural heritage and open spaces will provide opportunities for
overlook into the open space, natural hazards and natural heritage;
IV. The massing, siting and scale of buildings located adjacent to, or along
the edge of a park or open space, natural hazard or natural heritage will
create a degree of enclosure or definition appropriate to the type of open
space, natural hazards and natural heritage they enclose; and,
V. Buildings of significant public use or architectural merit may be sited to
specifically differ from the surrounding urban fabric in order to
emphasize their importance as landmarks.
a) It is a fundamental principle to avoid and/or mitigate any inappropriate
interface between buildings and/or uses. As such, the concept of compatible
development is of paramount importance throughout Residential
Neighbourhood areas. All development applications shall be reviewed with
respect to their compatibility with existing and/or approved developments.
b) New dwellings within stable residential neighbourhoods shall provide a
consistent relationship with existing adjacent housing forms and the
arrangement of these existing houses on their lot. As such, new dwellings shall:
I. Provide a building height which reflects the pattern of heights of
adjacent housing;
II. Provide for a similar lot coverage to adjacent housing to ensure that the
massing or volume of the new dwelling reflects the scale and
appearance of adjacent housing;
III. Maintain the predominant or average front yard setback for adjacent
housing to preserve the streetscape edge, and character;
IV. Provide for similar side yard setbacks to preserve the spaciousness on the
street;
V. Provide a built form that reflects the variety of façade details and
materials of adjacent housing, such as porches, windows, cornices and
other details; and
VI. Provide a limitation on the width of a garage so that the dwelling
reflects the façade character of adjacent housing.
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e) New lots within stable residential neighbourhoods shall provide a consistent
relationship with existing adjacent housing lots. As such applications for
consents and plans of subdivision shall:
I. On smaller infill properties, provide lots, which maintain the established
rhythm of lot sizes and frontages on adjacent housing lots;
II. On larger infill properties, incorporate a transition area so that lots of
similar size and character are located adjacent to existing lots; and
III. Create a street and block pattern, which serves as a seamless extension
of the surrounding neighbourhoods by providing an interconnected
block structure and the extension of the existing local road network.
f) Within Grimsby Beach, as illustrated on Schedule D, the Town shall prepare
architectural design guidelines for new and altered buildings to reflect the
existing character and compact form of the area including guidance on
setbacks, coverage, building massing, building materials and patterns of
detailing. Given the proximity of these homes to the Lake there may be design
elements (for windows, sunrooms etc.) that are needed to address the hazards
associated with the Lake (e.g. wave uprush).
In addition to the Low Density Residential designation, Grimsby Beach is also characterized by its
natural features, including its Environmental Conservation designation located along the entire
Lakefront of the Study Area. In addition to Grimsby Beach Park and Bell Park which are designated
Parks and Open Space. The following table provides an over view of the permitted uses and land
use policies that define these areas, as well any general land use, design, and cultural heritage
policies that impact the area. It should be noted that the policies in Section 8 are further addressed
in the Cultural Heritage section of the background report.
Table 16: Town of Grimsby Official Plan Policies for Environmental Conservation

Land Use Policies – Environmental Conservation Areas
3.1.2.5

3.1.2.15
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Within the Environmental Conservation Areas and adjacent lands, development, site
alteration, and non-linear infrastructure may be permitted without an amendment to
this Plan provided:
a) It has been demonstrated, through an Environmental Impact Study (EIS) in
accordance with Section 9.18, that, over the long term, there will be no
significant negative impact on the natural feature or its ecological functions
or on adjacent lands; and
b) The proposed development or site alteration, or non-linear infrastructure is not
prohibited by other Policies in this Plan.
Subject to other policies in this Plan, an expansion to an existing use located within an
Environmental Conservation Area may be permitted if it will have no significant

3.1.2.17

negative impact on the natural feature or its ecological functions. If the expansion
involves a substantial intensification in land use or increase in the land area devoted
to the use the proponent shall prepare an Environmental Impact Study in accordance
with Section 9.18.
A new residence and accessory uses may be permitted on an existing lot of record
located in whole or in part within an Environmental Conservation Area, Fish Habitat
or adjacent lands if they are located, designed and constructed to minimize negative
impacts on the natural features and ecological functions of the Natural Heritage
System Component and adjacent lands.

Land Use Policies – Parks and Open Space
3.8.1
3.8.2

3.8.4

Permitted uses on lands designated Parks and Open Space include passive and active
recreational uses, conservation uses, cemeteries and public infrastructure.
Lands designated Parks and Open Space are identified on Schedule B, they include
Town parks, other publicly owned lands and some privately owned lands which are
free of major buildings or structures. It is the intent of Council to retain Town-owned
lands in public ownership and to use these lands for public recreation purposes.
e) Bike Routes and Trails - Bike Routes and Trails are identified on Schedule C and
are crucial components of an integrated Parks and Open Space System. They
shall accommodate linear/forms of recreation such as hiking, jogging and
cross-country skiing. They should attempt to follow natural linear features and
serve as connections, where possible, to other components of the Parks and
Open Space System. These routes on Schedule C include the Niagara Region
Bicycle Network.
The Town will endeavor to establish, improve and maintain the park routes and trails
over time. In new development, park routes and trails will be secured through the use
of the Planning Act.
Bike Routes and Trails will be designed, built and maintained to Town standards.

Streetscape Design Policies
7.1.9

7.4.5

Along the Waterfront, on-street bike lanes and boulevard sidewalks shall be
coordinated within bike lanes and walkways through waterfront parks to create a
continuous waterfront trail system.
Local Roads
Within Grimsby Beach, as delineated on Schedule D, the Town may create additional
guidelines for planting, landscaping and fencing details that will integrate with the
types of exterior treatment of the cottage properties.

Cultural Heritage and Archaeology
8.1
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The Town shall encourage the preservation of buildings and sites having historical
and/or architectural value or interest and significant cultural heritage landscapes.

8.9

8.15
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A heritage site may be identified to hold cultural heritage value or interest where some
or all of the following characteristics have been identified:
a) An association with an historic event or person;
b) A building or structure with distinguishing architectural characteristics on the
basis of style, plan and sequence of spaces, uses of materials and surface
treatment and other detail including windows, doors, lights, signs, and other
fixtures of such buildings or structures and the relation of such factors to
similar features of the buildings in the immediate surroundings;
c) A building with substantial remaining original materials and workmanship; d)
A natural feature or landmark;
d) The potential for illustrating the heritage value is such that it would be possible
for visitors to gain from the building an appreciation for the architecture or
history with which it is associated; and
e) In considering the identification of a building, the extent of the original
materials and workmanship remaining would be important to that
designation.
A Heritage Conservation District may be identified to hold cultural heritage value or
interest where some or all of the following characteristics have been identified:
a) The majority of the buildings reflect an aspect of local history by nature and
historical significance of setting;
b) The majority of the buildings are of a style of architecture or a method of
construction significant historically or architecturally to the Town, Region or
Province;
c) The district contains other important physical, environmental or aesthetic
characteristics that, in themselves, are not sufficient for designation, but which
lend support in evaluating the criteria for designation;
d) The district is an area of special association that is distinctive within the Town
and as a result, contributes to the character of the entire community; and,
e) The boundaries of a heritage conservation district shall be defined by such
factors as changes in land use, building or environmental character, and
topography or traffic corridors.
The Town shall undertake heritage plans and programs in accordance with a system
of priorities. In particular, the following shall be identified as priorities for the Town:
c) The stimulation of preservation, restoration, rehabilitation, and utilization of
heritage resources by the public;
d) Selective restoration and rehabilitation of heritage resources by the Town;
e) Re-establishment and enhancement of Grimsby’s historic linkages to Lake
Ontario, the Escarpment and Forty Mile Creek; and
f) Recognition and enhancement of the special character of Grimsby Beach.

Policies on the implementation of the Official Plan can be found in Section 9.0. This section covers
the general development criteria relating to the implementation of Zoning, Site Plan Control,
Community Improvement Plans, and Severances and should be reviewed in conjunction with land
use policies above. The following table provides an overview of the relevant implementation
polices that aid in the control of development within the area:
Table 17: Town of Grimsby Official Plan Implementation Policies

Zoning By-Law
9.1.2

The Zoning By-law may not permit the full range of uses or densities in any designation
and may limit the permissions based on the character or physical condition of the site
and/ or may require site specific zoning approvals to realize the full extent of the
Official Plan permissions.

Holding Provisions
9.2.4

A holding zone would permit only uses existing at the date of approval of the Zoning
By-law until the removal of the "H" symbol. It is the intent that holding provisions be
used to:
a) Ensure that development occurs in the proper sequence;
b) Ensure appropriate provisions for sewer, water, drainage, electrical, road
capacity and access;
c) Encourage good site plan design;
d) Ensure appropriate studies have been undertaken to prevent undue
impact to existing uses; and/or
e) Provide for other conditions as deemed by Council prior to proceeding.

Site Plan Control
9.7.1

9.7.2

9.7.4

9.7.5
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Pursuant to Section 41 of the Planning Act, 1990, as amended from time to time,
Council may by by-law designate the whole or any part of the municipality as a site
plan control area.
All development within the Environmental Protection Area and the Environmental
Conservation Area designations including adjacent lands shall be subject to a site plan
approval.
As provided under Section 41(5) of the Planning Act, 1990, in reviewing applications
for the development or redevelopment of sites within Residential and Commercial
designations which have been designated as site plan control areas, Council may
require the submission of drawings showing plan, elevation and cross section views for
each residential or residential / commercial building to be erected, even where such
buildings are proposed to contain less than twenty-five dwelling units.
Any expansions of buildings, within a site plan control area and involving an increase
in floor area of at least 15 per cent shall be subject to the site plan control provisions of
this section.

9.7.6

The overall goals of the Town in exercising Site Plan Control are to:
a) Enhance visual attractiveness by an appropriate use of landscaping, lighting
etc.;
b) Ensure proper grading and secure easements necessary to provide for public
utilities, servicing and site drainage;
c) Control the placement and provision of required services and facilities such
as driveways, parking, loading facilities, garbage collection and snow storage
or removal;
d) Ensure that the conceptual design of a proposed development is compatible
with the character or the intended character of the area;
e) Minimize land use incompatibility or conflict between new and existing uses;
f) Minimize the impact of proposed development on the natural environment;
g) Control the character, scale, appearance and design features and sustainable
design of the exterior buildings as per the urban design policies of Sections
3.4.7 and 3.5.6;
h) Control the streetscape design within the municipal right-of-way including
matters such as landscaping, paving materials, sidewalk features, street
furniture, waste and recycling containers, bicycle parking facilities and other
similar matters as per the urban design policies of Sections 3.4.7, 3.5.6 and
7.0; and
i) Ensure appropriate access, egress and safe entry design;
j) Protect and enhance the natural environment;
k) Providing for collection and storage of recyclable wastes on site.

Community Improvement Plans
9.13.2
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Community improvement plans may be prepared and adopted by the Town to
achieve one or more of the following objectives:
a) Encourage the private sector renovation, repair, rehabilitation,
redevelopment or other improvement of lands and/or buildings, including
environmental remediation, development, redevelopment, construction and
reconstruction of lands and buildings for rehabilitation purposes, or for the
provision of energy efficient uses, buildings, structures, works, improvements
or facilities;
b) Maintain and improve municipal services including the water distribution
system, the sanitary and storm sewer systems, roads, sidewalks, street
lighting, and to provide a safe health standard for the citizens of the
community;
c) Preserve and enhance existing commercial areas through the stimulation of
private sector investment;

9.13.7

d) Encourage maximum use of existing public infrastructure through the
infilling, intensification and redevelopment of lands and buildings, which are
already serviced with municipal services;
e) Encourage the restoration, maintenance, improvement and protection of
natural habitat, parks, open space, recreational and heritage facilities and
amenities, and to establish new facilities where deficiencies exist to meet the
needs of the citizens of the community;
f) Encourage the preservation, restoration, adaptive reuse and improvement of
historical or architecturally significant buildings;
g) Maintain and improve the transportation network to ensure adequate traffic
flow, pedestrian circulation, cycling circulation and parking facilities;
h) Improve and maintain the physical and aesthetic qualities and amenities of
the streetscape;
i) Encourage the eventual elimination and/or relocation of incompatible land
uses, and where this is not feasible, to encourage physical improvements to
minimize the incompatibility;
j) Improve environmental conditions;
k) Improve social conditions;
l) Promote cultural development;
m) Facilitate and promote community economic development;
n) Improve community quality, safety and stability; and,
o) Improve the supply of affordable housing.
Council shall adopt such special measures as may be necessary to implement the
goals and objectives for Community Improvement.

Severances
9.17.1
9.17.2

9.17.3

9.14.4
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A severance should only be considered where a plan of subdivision is deemed to be
unnecessary and where the application conforms to the policies of this Official Plan.
The maximum number of lots approved by the municipality on one property through
consent shall be three. Proposals for new lots in excess of three shall be processed by
plan of subdivision.
These general policies shall be utilized for evaluating consent applications in all
designations on Schedule B to this Official Plan, together with any policies in Sections
3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4, and 3.3.5 which may be applicable to a particular
application.
Further to the above, additional policies for consents can be found in the
Residential Design Policies and Criteria review above section 3.4.7.4 e).
Road Access

9.17.5

a) The lot to be retained and the lot to be severed must have frontage on and
have direct access to an open, improved public road which is maintained on
a year round basis and the frontage must conform with Zoning By-law
requirements.
b) Lots shall not be created which would access onto a road where a traffic
hazard would be created due to limited sight lines on curves or grades.
c) Strip development shall generally be prohibited; although infilling in existing
built-up areas which are zoned in the by-law may be permitted.
Lot Size
a) The lot area and frontage of both the lot to be retained and the lot to be
severed must be adequate for existing and proposed uses and the proposed
lots must comply with the provisions of the Zoning By-Law. Where it is not
possible to meet the standards of the Zoning By-law, the Council may amend
the standards in the by-law as a condition of approval, where they are
satisfied that such action is appropriate.

Further to the Official Plan Policies reviewed above, the Municipality’s Zoning By‐law contains
specific regulations for the study area. These regulations are further discussed below.
8.3.2 Town of Grimsby Zoning By-law No. 14-45
Local zoning regulations set out provisions to regulate the use of land, buildings and structures.
Zoning By-law 14-45, as amended, provides zones and regulations applicable to the Grimsby Beach
area. As shown in Figure 27, a number of zones apply to properties in the Study Area. As a whole,
the Study Area is predominantly zoned Grimsby Beach (GB), with the exception of a few properties
zoned Public Open Space (O2), and the corner of Lake Street and Park Street which is zoned
Commercial Convenience (CC). It should be noted that much of the beach front is zoned with a
hazard overlay and, as such, regulations under the hazard overlay zones will be included in the
review of beach front properties.
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Figure 27 - Town of Grimsby Zoning By-law No. 14-45 (Source: MHBC, 2021)
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The following tables outline development standards in the Grimsby Beach (GB), Public Open Space
(O2) and Commercial Convenience (CC) zones:
Table 18: Grimsby Beach (GB)
Regulations
Grimsby Beach (GB) Requirements
Permitted Uses
• Bed and Breakfast
(Section 7.1.1)
• Group Home
• Single Detached Dwelling
• Home Office (as an accessory use)
• Secondary Suite (as an accessory use)
7.2.2.4 a)
The minimum lot size, minimum lot frontage and minimum front
yard, rear yard and side yard setbacks shall be the lot size, lot frontage
and front yard, rear yard and side yard setbacks existing on the date this
by-law came into effect.
7.2.2.4 b)
The maximum Gross Floor Area shall be the existing Gross Floor Area
on the date this by-law came into effect, except the Gross Floor Area
may be increased by 15% through an increase in height or dwelling
depth to the rear, subject to an approved site plan application.
Max Building Height
9m
(Section 7.2.1)
The current GB zone generally restricts development on a lot based on the size and frontage and
setbacks that were in existence as of the date of the zoning being implemented (2012). This
approach requires changes through new development, if not replacement on the existing building
footprints or less than a 15% increase, to go through a planning process such as a minor variance
or a zoning by-law amendment.
Table 19: Public Open Space (O2)
Regulations
Public Open Space (O2) Requirements
Permitted Uses
• Accessory residential and commercial uses
(Section 12.1.1)
• Arena
• Athletic fields
• Boat launching ramp
• Campground
• Community Recreational Centre
• Lawn bowling green
• Outdoor natural rink
• Outdoor swimming pool
• Park
• Picnic area
• Playground
• Restaurant (as an accessory use within a community
recreational centre)
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•
•
•
•
•
15 m

Retail store (as an accessory use within a community
recreational centre)
Shelters and docking facility
Special event use (accessory use)
Tennis court
Trails and pedestrian rest area

Minimum Front Yard
(Section 12.2.1)
Minimum Exterior Side 15 m
Yard
Minimum Interior Side 7.5 m. or 15 m. to a Residential Zone
Yard
Minimum Rear Yard
7.5 m. or 15 m. to a Residential Zone
Table 20: Convenience Commercial (CC)
Regulations
Convenience Commercial (CC) Requirements
Permitted Uses
• Bakery shop
(Section 9.1.1)
• Bank
• Convenience store
• Clinic
• Day care facility
• Dwelling unit (permitted only at/above second story)
• Gas station
• Laundromat
• Personal service shop
• Take out restaurant
Minimum Lot Area
700m2
(Section 9.2.1)
Maximum lot coverage 30%
(Section 9.2.1)
Minimum
Lot 15m
Frontage
(Section 9.2.1)
Minimum Front Yard
3m
(Section 9.2.1)
Minimum Interior Side 3 m. except 0 metres where abutting another commercial use
Yard
(Section 9.2.1)
Minimum Rear Yard
7.5 m., except 10.5 m. to a Residential Zone
(Section 9.2.1)
Maximum Height
8.5m
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(Section 9.2.1)
Maximum Gross Floor 500m2
Area
(9.2.2.3)
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Table 21: Hazard Overlay Zones (HA)
Regulations
Hazard Overlay (HA) Requirements
Permitted Uses
• Agricultural use, excluding buildings
(Section 13.1.1)
• Athletic fields
• Boat launching ramp
• Conservation use
• Docking facility
• Flood and erosion protection work
• Forestry use
• Golf courses excluding buildings
• Park
• Picnic area
• Playground
• Trail and pedestrian rest area
Section 13.1.8
Where a Hazard Overlay Zone is shown on the schedules in Section 15,
it includes hazards associated with watercourses (riverine erosion,
flooding hazard) and the Lake Ontario shoreline. Along a watercourse,
the Hazard Overlay Zone includes the greater of: the stable top of bank
for erosion hazards, or the flooding hazard of a watercourse. Along Lake
Ontario, the Hazard Overlay Zone includes the greater of the flooding
hazard, erosion hazard or dynamic beach hazard associated with Lake
Ontario.
Section 13.1.9
Notwithstanding the permitted uses in the applicable underlying zones
shown on the schedules in Section 15, where a lot is also subject to a
Hazard Overlay Zone, no uses and no building or structure or an
expansion to an existing building or structure shall be permitted unless
a permit for development or site alteration is issued by the Niagara
Peninsula Conservation Authority. Those uses permitted in Table 28
may require a permit. Where a permit is issued by the Niagara Peninsula
Conservation Authority, the requirements of the underlying zone shall
apply to the extent permitted by the permit issued by the Niagara
Peninsula Conservation Authority.
The Town of Grimsby Zoning By-law 14-45 also includes definitions for various standards and
regulations. Appendix C contains the relevant definition of terms often used in zoning controls
that apply to the Grimsby Beach Study Area.
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8.4 OTHER PLANS AND RELEVANT STUDIES
8.4.1 Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority
The shoreline of the Study Area is within the Regulated Shoreline of the Niagara Peninsula
Conservation Authority (NPCA) and are considered flood and erosion hazard lands. Figure 28
illustrates the extent of the regulated and hazard designations. As shown the majority of the
properties along the northern boundary of the Study Area with shore access are within the
regulated area. Additional development in these areas may be constrained and will require
development permits from the NPCA.

Figure 28 - Flood and Erosion Hazards in Grimsby Beach (Source: MHBC, 2021)
8.4.2 Town of Grimsby Council Strategic Priorities, 2019-2022
The Town of Grimsby Strategic Priorities is a guiding document that reflects the Town’s priorities,
success, and guiding principles that contribute to the small-town identity, heritage and culture that
makes Grimsby special. As a part of this, Council has provided the following four guiding principles:
1. We build trust with our community through meaningful communication, transparency, leading
financial management and responsive service.
2. We welcome, nurture and support businesses to contribute to the financial sustainability of our
Town and create opportunities for residents.
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3. We are committed to growth that prioritizes the distinct character, natural setting, culture and
heritage that makes Grimsby special and puts our residents first.
4. We are an inclusive community that considers needs from all generations, backgrounds and
abilities.
To further these, the document establishes the following collective priorities for the Town, which
were established in conjunction with resident’s values and priorities:
Responsible Development
Encourage development that reflects the priorities of the community. Including developing urban
design guidelines to retain the small town’s heritage and character, limit high rise development,
maximize community benefits, and set neighbourhood specific policies.
Business Retention, Growth and Attraction
Aims to foster a vibrant business environment that provides opportunities for economic
development. Including supporting existing and local businesses, providing support and
incentives for new ventures, and develop a marketing strategy on Grimsby advantages for
prospective businesses.
Accountability and Transparency
Build confidence in the Town’s operations and services through streamlining council decisionmaking, refining integration with town businesses, improving communication to meet the needs
of residents, and providing reasonable annual tax increases.
Transportation and Road Safety
Aims to provide safe and efficient transportation by working with provincial and regional
governments to advocate for and support escarpment crossing in west Niagara, increase safety on
local roads, and explore potential for car share services.
Heritage and Culture
Aims to protect and enhance Grimsby’s distinct heritage and culture through the development of
a heritage master plan, and development of a town square in the historic downtown. This objective
also provides specific attention to the Grimsby beach area, by preserving the heritage and character
of existing homes and providing innovative solutions for tent lots.
Environment
Objectives protect Grimsby’s distinct natural setting through investment in parklands, erosion and
tree protection, and green space renewal. Grimsby’s aim is to become a leader in sustainability.
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Community Amenities
Continue to provide quality amenities to serve Grimsby Residence including advocate for new
hospital construction for West Lincoln Memorial, expand the Peach King Centre, and improve trail
networks and waterfront access.
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9.0 Heritage Policies, Studies, Tools and Resources
The following section of this report provides a brief summary of the existing cultural heritage
policies, studies, tools and resources applicable to the Grimsby Beach area. These policies include
those enforced under the Planning Act and the Ontario Heritage Act.
9.1 Regional Planning Policy
The Region of Niagara Official Plan provides a planning framework for the wise management of
cultural heritage resources. Chapter 10 of the Region of Niagara Plan (Creative Niagara) sets out
objectives and policies for the conservation of cultural heritage resources. The following provides
an excerpt of the Official Plan in regards to the main objective of Chapter 10:
10.C.1 Objectives Objective 10.C.1.1 To support the identification and conservation of significant built
heritage resources, significant cultural heritage landscapes and archaeological resources and areas of
archaeological potential.
The policies of Chapter 10 outline a framework for the identification and conservation of built
heritage resources and cultural heritage landscapes. The following provides policies of the Regional
Official Plan which are related to the scope of this background report and the Grimsby Beach study
area:
Policy 10.C.2.1.1 Significant built heritage resources and cultural heritage landscapes shall be conserved
using the provisions of the Heritage Act, the Planning Act, the Environmental Assessment Act, the Funeral,
Burial and Cremations Act and the Municipal Act.
Policy 10.C.2.1.6 The Region encourages local municipalities to establish Cultural Heritage Landscapes
policies in their official plans and identify Significant Cultural Heritage Landscapes for designation. The
purpose of this designation is to conserve groupings of features (buildings, structures, spaces,
archaeological sites and natural elements) with heritage attributes that, together form a significant type
of heritage form, distinctive from that of its constituent elements or parts.
Policy 10.C.2.1.7 The local municipalities shall adopt official plan policies to conserve significant cultural
heritage resources and ensure that development and site alteration on adjacent lands to protected
properties will conserve the heritage attributes of the protected heritage property.
The above-noted policies are important in providing the planning framework for the identification
of a defined geographical area as a Cultural Heritage Landscape which may be conserved using a
variety of tools, including the Ontario Heritage Act and the Planning Act. Also, that significant cultural
heritage resources and their cultural heritage attributes should be conserved.
Chapter 15 of the Regional Official Plan provides the following definitions of important terms,
including conserved and cultural heritage landscape, as follows:
Conserved means the identification, protection, use and/or management of cultural heritage and
archaeological resources in such a way that their heritage values, attributes and integrity are retained.
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This may be determined through a Conservation Plan or heritage impact assessment as approved by the
local municipality.
Cultural Heritage Landscapes means a defined geographical area of heritage significance which has
been modified by human activities and is valued by a community. It involves a grouping(s) of individual
heritage features such as structures, spaces, archaeological sites and natural elements, which together
form a significant type of heritage form, distinctive from that of its constituent elements or parts.
Examples may include, but are not limited to, heritage conservation districts designated under the
Ontario Heritage Act, 1990; and villages, parks, gardens, battlefields, mainstreets and neighbourhoods,
cemeteries, trailways and industrial complexes of cultural heritage value.These policies will be
considered as it relates to the identification and conservation of cultural heritage resources and
cultural heritage landscapes within the study area.
9.2 Grimsby Official Plan
Section 8.0 of the Town of Grimsby Official Plan identifies that its goals include the protection of
cultural heritage resources which contribute to the character of the Town. The Official Plan provides
the Town with the legislative framework for identifying and conserving both individual properties
as well as cultural heritage landscapes (including Heritage Conservation Districts) which are of
cultural heritage value or interest under the Ontario Heritage Act. The Town of Grimsby Official Plan
encourages the conservation of cultural heritage resources as per the Standards and Guidelines for
the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada.
The current Official Plan does not include policies which are specific to managing cultural heritage
resources located within the study area. However, the Section 8.15 (f) of the Official Plan identifies
that heritage plans and programs are encouraged which prioritize the recognition and
enhancement of the special character of Grimsby Beach. Further, Section 8.19 of the Official Plan
identifies that Secondary Plan studies should include consideration for significant cultural heritage
resources and cultural heritage landscapes.
Table 22: Town of Grimsby Official Plan Policies for Cultural Heritage Resources and Landscapes

Policy
Provision
Cultural Heritage and Archaeology
8.15

8.19
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The Town shall undertake heritage plans and programs in accordance
with a system of priorities. In particular, the following shall be identified
as priorities for the Town:
f) Recognition and enhancement of the special character of Grimsby
Beach.
Secondary Plan studies will identify buildings considered to be
significant cultural heritage resources and significant cultural heritage
landscapes and where appropriate, add these to the register.

9.3 Identification of Heritage Resources under the Ontario Heritage Act
The Ontario Heritage Act provides the legislative framework which enables municipalities to identify
properties of cultural heritage value or interest and provide them with a level of protection.
The study area includes individual properties which have been identified by the Town of Grimsby
as being of cultural heritage value or interest. These properties are either listed (non-designated)
under Part IV, Section 27 of the Ontario Heritage Act or designated under Part IV (Section 29) of
the Ontario Heritage Act.
Listed properties are recognized by Council as being of cultural heritage value or interest. These
listed properties are not fully designated under the Act, but are “flagged” should the owner of a
property propose demolition. This flagging system gives the Council of a municipality 60 days to
determine whether or not to grant a demolition permit. If Council wishes to prevent demolition,
the property would need to be considered for designation under the Act.
Designated properties are those which have been evaluated under Ontario Regulation 9/06, which
is the legislated criteria for identifying cultural heritage value or interest. The Heritage Advisory
Committee of a municipality must determine whether or not a property meets this criteria before
it can be recommended to Council for designation. Designated properties are accompanied by a
By-law which is registered on-title. The By-law outlines the reasons for which the property is of
cultural heritage value and lists the physical attributes of the property which are designated and
shall be conserved. Heritage permits are required should alterations be proposed which may
impact these identified attributes which are listed in the By-law.
It should be noted that Part V of the Ontario Heritage Act deals with Heritage Conservation Districts.
No designated Heritage Conservation Districts are located within the study area.
The location of both listed and individually designated properties are identified on the map below
(See Figure 29). The majority of cultural heritage resources are clustered in the core heritage area
(i.e. surrounding Bell Park and Auditorium Circle).
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Figure 29 - Map of the Grimsby Beach Study Area noting the location of cultural heritage resources
(listed and designated under the Ontario Heritage Act), (Source: Map provided courtesy of the Town of
Grimsby)
Listed properties enable a process by which the municipality is notified of demolition applications,
giving the municipality 60 days to consider whether or not the property should be formally
designated under the Ontario Heritage Act. Properties which are designated are accompanied by a
By-law registered on-title identifying the reasons for which the property is of cultural heritage value
or interest. Alterations to a designated property, including demolition, can only occur through
approval by the Town. Therefore, under the current Official Plan, only individual properties
identified as either listed or designated under the Ontario Heritage Act are afforded protection. The
Official Plan does not identify the unique character of Grimsby Beach and does not provide policies
or guidelines for change management in this area.
9.4 Cultural Heritage Landscapes
Cultural Heritage Landscapes are essentially a defined geographical area which is of cultural
heritage value or interest. Their cultural heritage value is defined under the criteria of Ontario
Regulation 9/06 and can be protected under provisions of either the Planning Act or the Ontario
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Heritage Act. Cultural Heritage Landscapes are defined in Provincial Policy Statement (PPS 2020) as
follows:

Cultural heritage landscape: means a defined geographical area that may have been
modified by human activity and is identified as having cultural heritage value or interest
by a community, including an Indigenous community. The area may include features
such as buildings, structures, spaces, views, archaeological sites or natural elements that
are valued together for their interrelationship, meaning or association
Cultural Heritage Landscapes can be protected under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act as a
Heritage Conservation District. Further information on Heritage Conservation Districts is provided
below. Cultural Heritage Landscapes can also be protected under provisions of The Planning Act.
Areas of heritage character can be identified in Official Plans or Secondary Plans and can include
objectives and direction on conserving its cultural heritage value and provide policies for change
management. For example, Section 10 (Creative Niagara) of the Region of Niagara Official Plan
identifies the Welland Canal as a Cultural Heritage Landscape as well as a National Historic Site. The
policies of the Regional Official Plan are intended to identify and preserve the features of the
Welland Canal.
9.5 Heritage Conservation Districts
The conservation of cultural heritage resources under the Ontario Heritage Act pertains to Part IV
or Part V. Part IV provides the legislative framework for listing and designating individual properties,
while Part V deals with the designation of areas or neighbourhoods with defined geographical
boundaries as Heritage Conservation Districts. While the designation of individual properties within
the Grimsby Beach study area has value, it does not have the ability recognize other important
aspects of the neighbourhood as a whole such as streetscapes, views, and the character of the
neighbourhood as a whole. The Town of Grimsby Cultural Heritage Landscapes document
identified that the area has value as a Heritage Conservation District. Cultural Heritage Landscapes
which are designated under Part V of the Ontario Heritage Act must demonstrate the following
components:
•

A concentration of heritage buildings, sites, structures; designed landscapes, natural
landscapes that are linked by aesthetic, historical and socio-cultural contexts or use;

•

A framework of structured elements including major natural features such as
topography, land form, landscapes, water courses and built form such as pathways
and street patterns, landmarks, nodes or intersections, approaches and edges;

•

A sense of visual coherence through the use of such elements as building scale, mass,
height, material, proportion, colour, etc. that convey a distinct sense of time or place;
and,

•

A distinctiveness which enables districts to be recognised and distinguishable from
their surroundings or from neighbouring areas.
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The benefit of designating an area as a Heritage Conservation District (HCD) under the Ontario
Heritage Act is that they are accompanied by Heritage Conservation District Plans which identify
the specific properties, features, and attributes which contribute to the cultural heritage character
of the area and provide policies for change management. It also requires heritage permit
applications for certain classes of alterations. All properties within the boundary of the HCD are
designated under Part V of the Ontario Heritage Act regardless of whether or not they are identified
as “heritage” or “non-heritage”. The purpose of this is to provide a different set of policies for each
type of property and manage compatible forms of new development. Examples of Heritage
Conservation Districts are provided in Section 9.7.
9.6 Other Heritage Studies and Reports
9.6.1 Grimsby’s Special Places: Significant Cultural Heritage Landscapes in the Town of
Grimsby (January 2015)
The Grimsby Beach community has also been identified as a potential cultural heritage landscape
by Town Staff as per the Cultural Heritage Landscape report drafted by Town staff (Grimsby’s Special
Places, Significant Cultural Heritage Landscapes in the Town of Grimsby, 2015). This document
identifies the study area as part of a “resort residential” neighbourhood and an area of scenic
character (See Figure 30). The information provided in this Staff report has assisted in identifying
the heritage character of the study area.
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Figure 30 - Map of the Grimsby Beach Study Area noting the location of cultural heritage resources

(listed and designated under the Ontario Heritage Act), (Source: Map provided courtesy of the Town of
Grimsby)
9.6.2 Conservation Management Plan for Grimsby Beach (October 2017)
The Willowbank School of Restoration Arts completed the Conservation Management Plan for
Grimsby Beach in 2017. The intent of the document was to identify the tangible and intangible
cultural heritage values of the Grimsby Beach neighbourhood in order to provide
recommendations related to the conservation of natural values, social values, and aesthetic values.
This document provides information which is valuable in determining the evolution, history, and
cultural heritage value of the area, but does not provide a thorough evaluation of the study area
with reference to Ontario Regulation 9/06. The report supports the identification of the area as a
significant Cultural Heritage Landscape and provides recommendations for a geographically
defined boundary with a buffer zone. The recommended “protection area” generally includes the
“core area” (See Figures 4 & 31). The Willowbank report based the geographical boundaries of the
protection area from a combination of maps and local history. The intent of the buffer zone is to
regulate future development and implement height limits for new buildings.
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The Willowbank report does not provide an in-depth a review of cultural heritage policies of the
Town of Grimsby and does not identify how the recommendations can be implemented through
the Town of Grimsby’s existing policy framework. However, the Willowbank report provides
valuable information and recommendations which will be considered in this Grimsby Land Use
Study project.

Figure 31 - Map of the recommended “protected area” and “buffer zone” in Appendix D of the
Willowbank (2017) report (Source: Willowbank, 2017)

9.7 Best Practice Review of Heritage Conservation Districts
There are many examples of Heritage Conservation Districts within the Province of Ontario. For the
purpose of this report, the following provides a summary of those Heritage Conservation Districts
which are found along the shoreline of Lake Ontario. This includes the following:
•
•
•

Hamilton Beach Heritage Conservation District, City of Hamilton (2000);
Port Dalhousie Heritage Conservation District, City of St. Catharines (2001, updated 2018);
and,
Old Port Credit Heritage Conservation District, City of Mississauga (2020).

The following provides a summary of how the policies and guidelines of each of these Heritage
Conservation District Plans could be applied to Grimsby Beach.
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9.7.1 Hamilton Beach HCD Plan
The Hamilton Beach HCD Plan recognizes that the character of the area includes a combination of
its heritage buildings as well as important landscape features, including the shoreline and
vegetation on public and private lands. The Plan also recognizes that the area has evolved from a
community of seasonal recreational cottages and has evolved to include year-round occupation.
The policies of Hamilton Beach include those for heritage buildings, as well as infill. The Plan seeks
to ensure the existing low density, low profile residential environment and maintain native tree
species.
9.7.2 Port Dalhousie Heritage Conservation District Plan
The Port Dalhousie Heritage Conservation District Plan was updated by the City of St. Catharines in
2018. The HCD Plan recognizes that there are distinctly different areas within the HCD boundary,
and provides different sets of policies for these areas. This includes the Commercial Core and
Harbour Area, and the Residential Area. The HCD Plan describes the heritage character of the area
as it relates to the different areas and components of the District. The goals of the District include
(but are not limited to) the following which are relatable to the Grimsby Beach study:
•
•

Restoration and interpretation of lost features in both the public and private realm; and
Develop guidelines for the streetscape and the waterfront to enhance the heritage
character.

9.7.3 Old Port Credit Heritage Conservation District Plan (2020)
The Old Port Credit HCD boundary includes the harbour area, the residential area, and a public park.
The HCD Plan recognizes the importance of both built and natural features which culminate in the
cultural heritage character of the area. The heritage attributes of the area include its settlement
patterns, historic buildings, views, and public open space. The Policies of the HCD include the
following goals:
•
•
•
•

Maintain public access to Lake Ontario;
To retain historic buildings and provide policies for appropriate alterations to heritage
buildings; and
To maintain views towards Lake Ontario; and,
To encourage compatible new development which respects the existing scale and built
form of the neighbourhood.
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10.0 Approaches to Protecting Character through Land Use Policy
The planning and development process in Ontario is guided by the Planning Act, as amended,
which sets out requirements for plans and by-laws to manage growth and change and regulate
development. Figure 32 below illustrates the policy and regulatory framework which generally
establishes the policies and controls under the Planning Act that manage development and
change in a community.
When changes are sought to an existing lot or an existing home, either to create a new lot or
replace a home, a number of policies and regulations must be considered.
Firstly, under the Planning Act, each municipality is required to approve an Official Plan that outlines
the guiding policies for managing growth and change in the community. The Official Plan will
define a “land use designation” for a property such as “Low Density Residential” and will state the
permitted uses for that designation such as single-detached dwellings. In Grimsby Beach the
majority of the area is designated as Low Density Residential.
The Official Plan may also have policies that direct how the permitted land uses may be developed.
These may include densities, heights and criteria for infill and replacement housing. An
amendment to the Official Plan is required if the proposed development does not conform to the
Official Plan policies. Based on the existing policy framework review, there are some policies that
speak to criteria for new development in the stable residential areas but none specific to Grimsby
Beach with the exception of a reference to design guidelines that are to be prepared.
Additional Official Plan polices can be provided for specific areas, often defined as Character Area
or Special Area policies. This approach is often used to provide for more detailed requirements and
policies specific to an area context. Secondary Plans may also be prepared to allow for more
detailed area or block planning in newly developing areas or existing areas where specific issues
and concerns are identified.
The Official Plan is implemented by a Zoning By-law that further regulates uses and development
permitted in each zone. As is the case in Grimsby Beach, the Zoning By-law zones the area to permit
residential uses with a set of regulations to control development. If a proposed development does
not conform to zoning requirements, an amendment to the Zoning By-law may be required.
Variances to zoning regulations can also be sought from a municipality’s Committee of Adjustment.
Typically, a variance is sought when a proposed development seeks a change to zoning regulations
that is minor in nature (e.g., an increase in building height or a decrease in a minimum yard setback).
Under the Planning Act, municipalities may use Site Plan Control to regulate the development of a
site to ensure it is designed appropriately, is safe, functional and to minimize potential impacts on
neighbouring properties. Site Plan Control can be used to regulate replacement housing if the
property is located within a defined and designated Site Plan Control Area in a municipal Site Plan
By-law. Site Plan Control is sometimes applied to single-detached development in character areas
and guided by design guidelines for such redevelopment.
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In many areas where older plans may be in place that provided for smaller lots, municipalities can
pass a deeming by-law to in effect merge smaller lots and parts of lots to reflect the current parcel
fabric in an area. A 'deeming by-law' removes lands (lots or blocks) from a registered plan of
subdivision, providing the plan of subdivision has been registered for more than 8 years. A deeming
by-law can remove all of the lots or blocks of land within a registered plan, or only some of the lots
or blocks within a plan of subdivision.
Building permits are issued in accordance with the Ontario Building Code to ensure each
development is legally built to required Code and safety standards. Architectural and construction
drawings are reviewed to secure building permits, which are required prior to construction.
Prior to issuing building permits, all applicable laws (e.g., zoning, flood regulations and heritage)
must be met.

Figure 32 - Planning Process
Based on the current planning legislative process and tools to address change, several
municipalities have undertaken studies to implement new policies for specific areas that are
reflective of older, established neighbourhoods, many of which also exhibit natural and cultural
heritage features. The policies and regulations for “Character Areas” or “Established
Neighbourhoods” can range from a highly restrictive and prescriptive approach to a more flexible,
permissive approach. The following is a high level overview of municipalities who have
implemented character policies.
Table 23: Character Policy Best Practices
City of Ottawa
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Why are the provisions in In 2012, City of Ottawa Council adopted the Mature
place
Neighbourhoods By-law as well as Urban Design Guidelines to
address concerns shared by many residents regarding infill
developments that do not match the communities in which they
were being built.
This By-law was appealed to the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB),
for which the Board issued an interim decision on in March 2013.
The core issue at hand was the nature and extent of the City’s
authority to regulate “character” under s. 34(1) 4. of the Planning
Act, and whether or not the By-law was in contravention of their
authority.
In May 2014, the City of Ottawa Council endorsed a revised version
of the By-law, which requires an infill development applicant to
perform a “Streetscape Character Analysis” in order to obtain a
building permit. In a decision dated May 26 2015, the Board found
that the revised By-law operationalized the Act’s statutory
provision on “character” and created a methodical and analytically
rigour process for determining how “character” is defines.
Following the OMB decision*, staff recommended the geographic
expansion of the By-law as well as additional measures regarding
rear yard conditions, infill massing, relief for long and narrow semidetached housing, reduce building height, and rooftop design.
*OMB has been replaced by the Local Appeal Planning Tribunal
(LPAT).
How do the provisions work Section 139 of the new City of Ottawa’s Zoning By-law No. 2008250 addresses the character of low-rise residential development
within the overlay boundary, in order to ensure that development
reflects the established character of the existing neighbourhood.
The By-law pertains to new dwellings, conversions of a residential
use to another permitted dwelling type, and additions to existing
residential buildings that abut a front or corner side yard.
This By-law defines character as “the recurrence or prevalence of
patterns of established building setbacks, site layouts, orientation
of the principal entranceway to the street, incidental use of lands,
and landscapes that constitute a streetscape, based on identified
and confirmed land use attributes.”
The By-law is supplemented by a “Streetscape Character Analysis
(SCA) Manual”. This manual uses images and graphics to illustrate
the By-law’s requirements as well as includes the mandatory
“Streetscape Character Analysis Form”. A Streetscape Character
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Analysis uses a property’s surrounding dominant streetscape in
order to determine the permitted form of development.
How are the provisions Through the “Streetscape Character Analysis”, the City defines
unique
“streetscape” as the 21 lots surrounding a property, which is
typically found by using the City’s online map – geoOttawa counting 5 lots to the right and left of a property, then one across
the street and 5 both left and right of the lot across the street.
Depending on the size of the block and where the property sits in
relation to intersections, the City outlines what to do in different
scenarios. The characteristics of the surrounding lots are used to
determine the “dominant” pattern of each category which
includes: front yard setbacks and patterns, parking access and
parking space patterns, and entranceway patterns and provisions.
Each of these 4 categories has character groups based on
commonly found elements.
The City provides a “Streetscape Character Analysis Form” for
applicants to record this information in a matrix-like fashion. Based
on these numbers, the “dominant” character for each category will
be determined. The By-law defines dominant as being the most
frequently used, which means that the characteristics of the
character groups that are most frequently used in the 21 lots
surrounding a property, are the only permitted characteristics. For
example, if 13 out of 21 lots in a property’s streetscape have their
main door not facing the main street, then such is permitted for a
new infill development.
City of Kitchener
Why are the provisions in The City of Kitchener’s Zoning By-law 85-1 initially came into effect
place
and was modified in 1994 to permit a range of uses and establish
standards to decrease the need for site-specific zone changes and
variance applications. There are 9 residential zones, which permits
standards for a range of residential housing from single-detached
to street townhouse.
How do the provisions work A 2015 review of the zoning by-law found that the larger frontage
requirements intended for areas of single detached dwellings (i.e.
R-2 and R-3) would only permit the rebuilding of new homes on
the existing lot. However, given that these zones do not permit
higher density dwelling types, it is generally more difficult to build
new houses at a higher density.
Zoning standards of higher density (i.e. R-4, R-5, R-6, and R-7)
permits a wider range of housing type and have smaller frontage
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requirements. As a result, new developments for lands with these
zones will permit larger homes, development of a higher-density
housing form, and division of the existing lot into two new lots.
It is noted that the City of Kitchener has created a comprehensive
Urban Design Manual that encourages high quality urban design
throughout the City. The Urban Design Manual has divided the
City of Kitchener into two sections; Central Neighbourhood and
Suburban Neighbourhood since each neighbourhood has
different and unique characteristics.
Specifically, central neighbourhood infill development is to be
compatible with the existing neighbourhood by respecting
characteristics. These could relate to building massing, the use of
materials or built form. These urban design provisions supplement
the zoning by-law to regulate streetscape, built form and other
aspects of neighbourhood character.
How are the provisions The Zoning By-law does not have any area or neighbourhood
unique
specific standards. In general, as the zoning by-law was designed
to be flexible and city-wide, it is not able to enforce
neighbourhood specific standards. Some of the neighbourhood
character can be maintained through the City’s Urban Design
Manual; however, the provisions do not have the legislative
strength of zoning by-laws.
The City is currently undertaking a comprehensive review of its
Zoning By-law 85-1, of which the Residential zones are planned for
review in the fall of 2016. Neighbourhood character has been an
issue of interest and may be addressed in the review.
Town of Oakville
Why are the provisions in The Town of Oakville’s Zoning By-law 2014-14 was adopted in
place
2014, developed through the Zone project to implement the
policies of the Livable Oakville Plan. A portion of the Town is under
the justification of the North Oakville Zoning By-law 2009-189 and
is separated from Zoning By-law 2014-14.
To control the development activities in established
neighbourhoods, in 2013, a set of urban design policies drafted
called the Design Guidelines for Stable Residential
Neighbourhoods. The guidelines include four contextual
categories for assessing the compatibility of new development
within an existing stable residential community. Elements of these
guidelines informed the development of the Zoning By-law.
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In addition, the “-0” Suffix Zone overlay designation was
introduced to replace the R0 Zone framework from the previous
Zoning By-law adopted in 1990 based on a Council-approved Infill
Housing Study.
How do the provisions work The zoning regulation for residential area contains 17 zones, which
consolidated the previous 25 zones. Within the new residential
zones,
11 low-density residential zones are more applicable to
established residential areas. Specifically, RL 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 zones
only permit single-detached homes, while the remainder permits
wider range of dwelling types.
The neighbourhood contexts were considered at the
establishment of zoning standards, such that the setback,
frontage, and coverage requirements of each zone are
considerate of the areas they apply to.
A key zoning standard in Zoning By-law 2014-14 to maintain
community character was lot coverage ratio. The intent of
regulating lot coverage is to regulate dwelling unit sizes and
restrict the shape of the building envelop. In general, the
maximum lot coverage for low-density residential zones ranges
between 30 to 35 % for RL zones.
In addition, “-0” suffix zones are in place at sensitive areas, which
provide further standards on size, height, and setback of homes. In
RL1-0 and RL2-0 zones, buildings taller than 7.0 metre are only
permitted to have a 25% lot cover, below what are permitted by
the parent zones.
Another key provision for “-0” suffix zones is a proportional
maximum residential floor area ratio (FAR) requirement. In general,
larger lots would have increasing smaller FAR ratios to discourage
excessively large homes. The zoning standard keeps the floor area
to be between 200 to 300 square metres. Currently these “-0” suffix
zone provisions are appealed to the OMB.
The sizes of the building envelop in stable neighbourhood areas
are further controlled by maximum height and setback
requirements. Averaging provisions are also in place regarding
minimum front yard setbacks, which allows for smaller front
setbacks based on the established norm of the neighbouring
buildings.
How are the provisions The larger number of parent residential zones allows for a diversity
unique
of zoning standards to be applied to different neighbourhoods
without special area-specific previsions or area overlay. The
provision of 11 zones are relatively more ridge.
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Town of Richmond Hill
Why are the provisions in The Town of Richmond Hill as a series of parent zoning by-laws,
place
with no one city-wide zoning by-laws or policies. Land use
designations and development standards are outlined in the
parent by-laws.
The Town of Richmond Hill has completed a number of Infill
studies that have provided the rationale for area-specific zoning
by-law amendments. These studies provide direction as to where
and how development may be permitted in priority infill areas
over the long term. The studies have sometimes included concept
plans or development scenarios intended to guide new
development and/or redevelopment.
The policies relating to priority infill areas are outlined in Section
4.9.1.1 of the Town of Richmond’s Official Plan. The policies in
section 4.9.1.1 are currently under appeal to the OMB and are not
in-effect as of May 25, 2016.
How do the provisions work The infill studies undertaken and approved by Council have
informed Zoning By-law amendments to the area-specific parent
by-laws. Each parent by-law has been amended to reflect the
findings and recommendations outlined in each of the infill
studies. There are 8 approved infill studies, and therefore not every
one of the 16 priority areas stated in section 4.9.1.1 if the Official
Plan have an infill study.
How are the provisions The provisions are unique in that all corresponding infill policies
unique
are incorporated into the parent by-law through Zoning By-law
Amendments rather than having separate policy documents. Each
parent by-law, therefore is more aligned with each specific
neighbourhood.
City of Burlington
Why are the provisions in The Town of Burlington has conducted a number of
place
neighbourhood character studies in 2015 to address community
concerns regarding new infill housing. The neighbourhoods
studied include Shoreacres, Indian Point, and Roseland, which are
areas that faced increasing infill building activities.
The recommendations of these studies have been endorsed by
Council early 2016.
How do the provisions In Burlington, Zoning By-Law 2020 is in effect to implement the
work
directions of the Official Plan. There are 5 low density residential
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zones (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5) which are more relevant for mature
neighbourhood areas.
The majority of the mature neighbourhood areas have the parent
zone of R1 or R2, which only permits single-detached homes.
Throughout the City of Burlington, a number of areas are identified
on the Zoning maps as being “designated areas” for reduced lot
coverage provisions.
In general, lot coverage maximum decreases based on building
height that ranges between 27% and 40%. In Designated Areas,
the permitted lot cover ranges between 17% and 35%.

The zoning regulations include provisions that control the size of
the actual lots (lot area and frontage), the location of a house on a
lot (setbacks) and the size of a house on the lot (coverage, height).
The recommendations of the character studies and proposed draft
zoning by-law amendments include the following:
- Reduction of front yard setback from parent zone
- Revision of side-yard setback as a percentage of lot width
- Permit one driveway per property
- Adding new neighbourhood areas to “Designated Area”
zones
- Require 50% landscaped open space for lots wider than 18
m.
How are the provisions The zoning by-law in Burlington focuses on controlling the lot
unique
coverage of homes in mature areas. Maximum lot cover varies
based on building height, the building envelope of infill homes
and additions can be controlled. The special overlay of
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“Designated Area” allows for further standards on how large
homes can be.
The recommended zoning by-law amendments have yet to be
adopted. The recommended provisions such as proportion of
side-yard setback are based on observed patterns in specific
neighbourhood areas and are examples of context sensitive
zoning standards.
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11.0 Land Use and Neighbourhood Character
11.1 How is Neighbourhood Character Defined?
The character of a place is often defined to mean the collective qualities and characteristics that
distinguish a particular area of a neighbourhood. The combination of traits, features, styles and
other common design elements work together to create a feeling and presence that is distinct to
the place or neighbourhood.
The characteristics of a place can be defined by patterns that are unique at the neighbourhood, lot
and housing level. The neighbourhood level can be related to land uses, street and lotting patterns
as well as landscaped features and trees. The lot can refer to characteristics such as the lot areas,
frontages of properties and setbacks. Housing characteristics can be related to features such as the
scale, height, architectural style and other additions that are unique to the area. Apart from the
neighbourhood, lot and housing, neighbourhood character can include other special features
unique to the area such as parks, community facilities and also the way the neighbourhood has
changed or remained the same over time.
It is also important to note that the character of a neighbourhood is perceived differently by people
as it is based on individual values and experiences. Due to the subjective, experiential and highly
qualitative interpretations that individuals have towards neighbourhood character, defining
neighbourhood character can be difficult. The Grimsby Beach study involves a significant amount
of public engagement to collect a broad range of input and perspectives to account for the various
perspectives people have about Grimsby Beach (See Figure 33).
•

•

•

Neighbourhood features include elements that define the broader neighbourhood and
include public areas such which include features such as the streetscape and street design,
sidewalks, street lighting, street trees, natural features and general lotting patterns.
Lot features include elements that define the lots in a neighbourhood. These features
include both physical and visual characteristics that describe the look and feel of the area.
Lot features include elements such as the orientation of the lots, natural features common
on the lots as well as the size and frontage of the lots.
Housing or built form features are elements that define the type of building on the lots
within the neighbourhood. Features that define buildings on the lot include the
architectural style of the homes, building materials, colours and textures, massing and
height of the buildings, façade details, building orientation, lot coverage, rooflines, and
other housing features including porches, driveways and garages.
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Figure 33 - Elements of neighbourhood character (Source: MHBC, 2021)
11.2 Character Areas of Grimsby Beach
The Grimsby Beach area is comprised of a mix of residential homes, parks and green space and
waterfront access to Lake Ontario. Given the way the neighbourhood has evolved, it is comprised
of elements that relate to the neighbourhood, the lot and housing and built features. Although
these elements can be found across Grimsby Beach, there are instances which are unique to certain
areas which is the result of the deep rooted history of the neighbourhood. As noted earlier, Grimsby
Beach can be divided in to three sub-areas: The Core Area, Northwest Area and the South Area (See
Figure 34 below). The three sub-areas not only share characteristics that are common across
Grimsby Beach, but they also have differences which lend to the unique character of the area. All
of these sub-areas are explained in further detail below and how they contribute to the overall
character of Grimsby Beach. Based on community consultation, some areas outside the ICBL
boundary include: The old dance hall, Park Street, the old Grimsby Beach gates, the Southern
portion of Betts Avenue and the wooded area surrounding Grand Avenue Public School. These
areas have been included in the character review due to the importance that they have towards
defining the character of Grimsby Beach.
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Figure 34 - Map of the Grimsby Beach Study Area noting the location of the three sub-areas (Core Area,

Northwest Area, South Area). The potential expansion area is noted in yellow (Source: MHBC, 2021)
11.3 Physical Conditions and Characteristics
11.3.1 Neighbourhood Characteristics
Land Use

At the neighbourhood level, Grimsby Beach can be defined by the mix of land uses, street and
lotting patterns and landscaping that include the trees and green space that are unique to the
neighbourhood (See Figure 35). Grimsby Beach primarily consists of residential land uses. Green
space, including parks and open spaces, are present in all sub-areas.
“Core Area”
•
•
•
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Low Density Residential Area;
Majority of green space is located in the Core Area. This space includes Victoria
Terrace that is adjacent to the shoreline, Bell Park and Auditorium Circle;
Commercial plaza that includes a restaurant, Pizza Di Nonna and the Bartlett
Convenience store located along Lake Street;

“South Area”
•
•

Low Density Residential Area; and,
Expanded boundary includes the woodlot and Old Tree Stand.

“North-West Area”
•

Low Density Residential Area.

Street & Lotting Patterns
The streets and lotting patterns across Grimsby Beach have played a significant role in defining its
unique neighbourhood character. Grimsby Beach mainly consists of narrow, cul-de-sacs and ‘deadend’ streets (See Figure 35).
“Core Area”
•

•
•
•
•

•

Streets are narrow and consist of
sharp turns, especially around
Auditorium Circle;
Pie-shaped parcels or ‘Tent-lots’
around Auditorium Circle;
Lake lots observed to be longer
in length;
Many of the lots appear to have
been built out to the lot lines;
In the additional study area, lots
along East side of Park Road
North are larger in area and
more consistent in size and
shape; and,
Lots are irregular in shape and
size.

“North-West Area”
•
•

Consists of narrow ‘dead-end’ streets; and,
Lots generally larger and are rectangular or L-shaped.

“South Area”
•
•
•

Consists of narrow ‘dead-end’ streets;
Sidewalks along Lake Street, however, there is a lack of crosswalks that provide safe
access to the Core and North-West Areas; and,
Lots generally larger in area than in the “Core Area” and are rectangular or L-shaped.
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Landscaped Features and Trees
Features such as the shoreline, green space and abundance of mature trees throughout Grimsby
Beach have played a significant role in defining its unique neighbourhood character. The
abundance of vegetation can be seen in the Core Area, along Betts Avenue and Temple Lane, and
to a lesser extent in the Northwest and South Area with homes with larger setbacks and front yards.
The abundance of mature trees and other vegetation throughout all three sub-areas signifies the
importance of the landscaped features in Grimsby Beach.

“Core Area”
•
•
•
•

•
•

Auditorium Circle;
Bell Park;
Victoria Terrace;
Mature trees such as white
pine, sugar maple and
spruce;
Shrubs and private gardens;
and,
One public parking lot.

“South Area”
•
•
•

Woodlot and Old Tree Stand at end of Betts Avenue;
Old Grimsby Beach gates;
Mature trees such as white pine, sugar maple and spruce; and,

“North-West Area”
•
•

No Open space; and,
Mature trees such as white pine, sugar maple and spruce.
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Figure 35 - A map noting the land uses and parcel fabric of Grimsby Beach (Source: MHBC, 2021)
Key Findings:
1. The narrow cul-de-sacs
and ‘dead-end’ street
pattern are a defining
element of Grimsby
Beach.
2. At the neighbourhood
level, the mature trees
that can be found
throughout
the
neighbourhood are a
key
element
that
contributes to its unique
character of having a
cottage area feel.
3. Irregularly shaped lots are a defining characteristic of the lotting pattern of the
neighbourhood. An example of this can be seen by the “tent-lots” around Auditorium circle.
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11.3.2 Lot Characteristics
Lot area and frontages
The average lot area and frontages in Grimsby Beach vary between the three sub-areas. The Core
Area was found to have the smallest lot sizes on average. However, due to the small lot sizes, lot
coverage was higher as the footprint of homes and other additional structures such as sheds,
porches and garages took up space on the lot. Compared to the North-West Area which was
observed to have the largest lot sizes (See Table 24).
“Core Area”
•
•
•

Smallest average lot area of 231 square metres;
Some smaller frontages due to small lot areas and ‘tent-lots’ throughout area; and,
Higher coverages due to footprint of homes and accessory structures.

“South Area”
•
•

Average lot area of 692 square metres; and,
Frontages varied due to mix of rectangular and L-shaped lots.

“North-West Area”
•
•
•
•

Highest average lot size of 715 square metres, which is attributed to the infill of lots
which have occurred over time;
Largest lots located along Lake Street;
Consist of lots exceeding 1,000 square metres in area; and,
Frontages varied due to mix of rectangular and L-shaped lots.

Table 24: Lot Sizes in Grimsby Beach
Sub-Area
Core Area
South Area
Northwest Area
Expanded Boundary

Average Lot Area (m²)
231
692
715
803

Average Frontage (m)
13.6
16.75
27.17
20.99

Yard Setbacks
Based on an observational review of the neighbourhood, the majority of homes in the Core Area
were observed to have relatively small setbacks due to the small lot sizes throughout the
neighbourhood.
“Core Area”
•
•

Homes along narrow roads and Bell Park have small setbacks; and,
Homes along shoreline have larger setbacks since oriented towards the lake.
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“South Area”
•

•

•

Homes along Betts
Avenue have small
setbacks;
Homes in Southern
part of Betts Avenue
have larger front
setbacks than in the
North; and,
Largest front yard
setbacks were
observed along homes
on Lake Street.

“North-West Area”
•
•

Homes on ‘dead-end’ streets observed to have small setbacks; and,
Homes between Temple Lane and Victoria Terrace which have larger front, rear and side
yard setbacks due to their location to the waterfront and separations between several
properties.

Landscaped Areas
As mentioned above, the landscaped areas throughout Grimsby Beach significantly influence the
cottage area feel that is unique to the neighbourhood. At the lot level, this is apparent by the
abundance of front yard gardens with shrubs and flowers that fill the narrow streets. Native tree
species were also observed to have an important role towards the landscaped area of the
neighbourhood. Rather than cutting down the trees for new builds, the cottages are set within the
trees. This was observed across all three sub-areas where trees were a dominant feature located
around all the homes in Grimsby Beach.
“Core Area”
•
•
•

Mature trees located on the front and rear yards of homes;
Mature trees in open space areas; and,
Private gardens located at the front of majority of homes.

“South Area”
•
•

Mature trees located on the front and side yards of homes; and,
Not as many private gardens compared to Core Area.

“North-West Area”
•
•

Presence of mature trees less apparent along ‘dead-end’ streets;
Larger number of smaller trees throughout area; and,
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•

Location of trees tend to be in rear yards of homes and along Lake Street.

Key Findings:
1. Grimsby Beach is defined by its irregular “tent-lot” and L-shaped lots which are common
throughout the neighbourhood. Examples of these irregular lots can be seen around
Auditorium Circle in the Core Area, and L-shaped lots in the Northwest and South Areas.
2. There are also examples of larger homes on larger lots as a result of lot mergers.
3. A number of homes have small frontages and setbacks in the Core Area, and in the South
and Northwest area which contribute to the character of the area. However, this was not
the case for all the homes neighbourhood as many of the lots from the original plans have
been consolidated to provide for larger lots with larger homes.
4. Mature trees on private and public space common throughout the three sub-areas.
11.3.3 Housing Characteristics
Scale & Height
The scale and height of homes are attributed to
the neighbourhood’s history in the latter half of
the 19th century. Homes in the Grimsby Beach
neighbourhood are typically 1 to 1.5 storeys,
which, in addition to the small setbacks,
contribute to the defined character. There are
exceptions to this as some developments have
resulted in 2 storey homes.
Architectural Style
The study area includes a range of architectural
styles indicative of their period of construction
from the latter half of the 19th century to the
mid-20th century. The study area also includes
contemporary buildings constructed from the
mid-20th century to the 21st century which are
(generally) not of cultural heritage value or
interest. Some of these new buildings,
particularly those constructed in the late 20th
century/early 21st century have been designed
with the intent of being sensitive to the
character of the neighbourhood.
The authentic 19th century heritage fabric is predominantly associated with 1.5 storey wood frame
“Victorian” cottages with porches and decorative spindles and bargeboard, largely constructed
between the 1870s and the 1900s. The majority of these buildings are found with the “Core Area”.
The renovated “gingerbread” houses have become tourist attractions and in recent years have been
intricately painted in bright colours. These colours are not true to the Victorian colour palette but
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were developed in the 1990’s and have become symbols of the neighbourhood and the trend has
developed cultural heritage value in its own right. The neighbourhood also includes buildings of
the Gothic Revival Cottage, Craftsman, Edwardian, and Foursquare architectural styles. Some of the
19th century heritage fabric has been altered and the specific architectural style is difficult to
determine. The “vernacular” style within the Grimsby Beach neighbourhood can be described as a
1.5 storey wood frame dwelling with front-end gable and a porch at the first and/or second storey.
Garages, Driveways and Parking
Notable additions or characteristics of houses in Grimsby Beach were found to be associated with
garages and driveways. Many of the homes in the area were built in the late 1870’s, which explains
the lack of paved driveways and garages. However, elements associated with parking have
contributed to how Grimsby Beach has evolved over time. Due to the small lot sizes, some
encroachments into public land may exist but may/may not be formally recognized. Additionally,
garages are not very common throughout the neighbourhood. However, for instances where
homes do have garages, they tend to be separate structures located at the end of their respective
driveways due to space on the lot. Additions such as attached garages are common in homes built
after 1950.
“Core Area”
•
•

Few detached garages in front
yard; and,
Unpaved, single lane driveways in
front of side of homes.

“South Area”
•

•

Newer homes on South Side of
Betts Avenue were observed to
have garages; and,
Unpaved, single land driveways in
front of side of homes.

“North-West Area”
•
•

Newer homes are generally located in larger lots along Park Road North, Lake Street, and
Betts Avenue and throughout the Northwest area; and,
Homes along the Northwest area portion of Betts Avenue and newer homes along Lake
Street have large paved driveways and attached garages.

In terms of the variety of driveways, the Northwest Area has the largest variation partly due to the
number of newer homes in the sub-area. For example, homes on 5th and 7th that were built before
1940 have small unpaved driveways. Compared to homes on larger lots, built after 1990 on 6th,
12th and Lake Street, have larger paved driveways.
Porches
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Porches are predominately an element found in a number of homes in the Core Area. Examples of
these porches are located in homes along Auditorium Circle, Temple Lane and the South area on
Betts Avenue.
Other Accessory Structures
Sheds, decks and fencing are also elements observed to contribute to the character of Grimsby
Beach. Fences are a common housing feature present in some of the older homes predominately
in the Core and Northwest Area. Where fences were provided they were observed to be painted
either white or a bright colour that matches or complements the colour of the house, contributing
to the “gingerbread home” aesthetic that Grimsby Beach. In many areas fences were not provided
and as such the delineation between property lines is not visible.
Many of the homes have raised decks at the rear of the properties. These are generally proportional
to the homes. Sheds and other accessory structures were found through the area. Often the colour
of sheds matched or complemented the bright colours of the respective home. The majority of
sheds were observed to be in private yards visible from the street and on driveways.
Key Findings:
1. The wooden frame “Victorian” style cottage architecture is a defining characteristic of
Grimsby Beach
2. The 1 to 1.5 height of homes with the sloped roof style contribute to the cottage area feel
that is unique to the neighbourhood.
3. The lack of public and private parking throughout Grimsby Beach contributes to its cottage
area feel. However, this has created issues that pertain to tourism and private driveways on
public land.
4. Accessory structures such as garages, sheds and porches all contribute to the character of
the neighbourhood by their visual appearance and location on the lot.
11.4 Heritage Character of Grimsby Beach
The unique character of Grimsby Beach can be described as a cultural heritage landscape which
has evolved over time as a result of its use as a seasonal Methodist Campground. The functional
needs of the campground (and later as a summer resort community) resulted in unique settlement
patterns which remain an integral part of the character of the area. The natural landscape,
topography, and vegetation (including native species of mature trees and the Lake) set the
backdrop of the area and provide an expanse of scenic beauty which supported the recreational
use of the area. The majority of mature trees have been removed, but some remain in key areas,
such as Victoria Terrace. The area can be described as having three distinct areas, each having their
own distinct characteristics (See Figure 34). This includes the following:
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“Core Area”
The “Core Area” can be described as the portion of the
study area including and in the immediate vicinity of
Auditorium Circle, Bell Park, the Grimsby Beach
shoreline and Victoria terrace. This area represents the
beginning of the historic use of the area as a Methodist
Campground. This historic use of Grimsby Beach has
resulted in the existing settlement patterns. These
settlement patterns include the location, orientation,
and size of lots as well as their relationship to circulation
patterns and the public realm, including rear lanes. The
use of the landscape evolved and expanded over time
from a Methodist Campground to a popular summer
resort, known as a Grimsby Park, the Chautauqua of
Canada, and (presently) the Grimsby Beach
neighbourhood with year-round residential use. The
area is easily discernible from surrounding areas for its
concentration of cottages dating to the late 19th century. These cottages are constructed within
close proximity to each other along narrow lanes and are set amongst mature trees and natural
features, maximising views of parks, open spaces, or the lake. These cottages have unique and
unifying characteristics, such as their wood-frame construction, porches, and gingerbread
(bargeboard) detailing. In recent years, some of these houses have been intricately painted in a
variety of bright colours. These colours are not typical of the Victorian era, but have become
landmarks and tourist attractions in their own right. The study area includes the remnants of other
built features as a result of the late 19th and early 20th century use of the landscape, including the
remains of the wharf, memorial cairn, pillars, and the Bell Park Bell.
The character of the area is supported by cultural heritage attributes, which can be organized into
types (or categories). The following list includes those which were identified in the Town of Grimsby
cultural heritage landscapes report (2015).
Heritage Attributes: “Core Area”:
•
•

•

Topography and Natural Features:
o Shoreline of Lake Ontario and beach areas; and,
o Gently rolling topography with sandy soils.
Vegetation on public and private lands:
o Native species of trees such as white pine, sugar maple, shagbark hickory and
white oak which grow into maturity and provide a dense tree canopy; and,
o Other native species and gardens/landscaping.
Lot fabric and circulation patterns:
o Narrow, organically evolved lanes with unique patterns and orientations resulting
from the use of the landscape as part of the Methodist Campground;
o Rear lanes;
o Small “tent lots”;
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•

•
•

o Unique pie-shaped lot fabric surrounding Auditorium Circle; and,
o Lots oriented towards the Lakefront (i.e. Victoria Terrace).
Built features of the 19th and early 20th centuries:
o Properties currently identified on the Town of Grimsby Heritage Register;
o Mid to late 19th century Victorian cottages;
o 20th century cottages indicative of a second wave of growth; and,
o Other built features and structures of the 19th and early 20th century which are
remnants of the Methodist Campground and Grimsby Park era.
Public Spaces;
o Bell Park; and,
o Victoria Terrace.
Significant views and vistas (can Include significant panoramic, kinetic, and static views):
o Views along streets to Lake Ontario; and,
o Views from public spaces which contribute to the area’s unique heritage character.

“South Area”
The “South Area” can be described as lands
south of Lake Street, east of Birchpark Drive,
west of Grand Avenue. Historically, this area
was part of the Grimsby Beach Park picnic
grounds. The area is identified as Area “A” in
historic maps, and was subdivided as early
as 1885. The 1885 Plan of Subdivision
identifies that the area south of Phelps
Avenue (now Lake Street) includes
approximately 70 square-shaped lots
fronting north towards the Lake Street or
east-west towards intersecting side-streets.
This area was developed during the 1880s,
which was a period of growth and
development and accommodated the
demand for lots in order to construct seasonal cottages. Today, this area includes a range of
architectural styles and built forms, ranging from the 1870s to present. The area is characterised by
L-shaped and rectangular shaped lots which have been adapted from the 1885 Plan of Subdivision.
The lots are larger and the houses are further apart, with a range of setbacks. Some mature trees
are present, similar to that of the core heritage area.
Heritage Attributes: “South Area”:
•
•

Topography and Natural Features:
o Gently rolling topography with sandy soils.
Vegetation on public and private lands:
o Native species of trees such as white pine, sugar maple, and white spruce which
grow into maturity and provide a dense tree canopy; and,
o Other native species and gardens/landscaping.
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•

•

•
•

Lot fabric and circulation patterns:
o Rectangular and L-shaped lots adapted from the 1885 Plan of subdivision which are
larger than that of the core area;
o Orientation to Lake Street, Betts Avenue and Grand Avenue;
o Range of setbacks; and,
o Larger front and rear yards, with houses spaced further apart.
Built features of the 19th and early 20th centuries:
o Properties currently identified on the Town of Grimsby Heritage Register;
o Mid to late 19th century Victorian cottages; and,
o 20th century cottages indicative of a second wave of growth.
Public Spaces;
o Grimsby Tree Stand (Designated Part IV) *Note: A portion of the Grimsby Tree stand is
located outside of the study area and is part of the recommended expansion area.
Significant views and vistas (can Include significant panoramic, kinetic, and static views):
o Views along Betts Avenue and Birchpark Drive towards Lake Ontario.

“North-West Area”
The “North-West Area” can be described as the
portion of the study area located north of Lake
Street, between Baker Road North and Betts
Avenue. This portion of the study area was
historically used as an area for seasonal cottages
during the expansion era of the Grimsby
Chautauqua. The 1885 Plan of Subdivision identifies
that numbered streets were created, oriented
north-south. Properties located along the shoreline
erosion era are oriented north, having views of the
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Lake. A comparison of the 1885 Plan of Subdivision with available aerial photographs identifies that
this area was never developed as originally intended. Fewer Victorian cottages were constructed in
this area, likely due to the decline of the use of the area as a seasonal recreational area by the early
20th century. The mid-20th century aerial photographs demonstrates that dwellings constructed
on larger lots along the streets, oriented either towards the narrow lane or the Lake. As infill
occurred (primarily in the latter half of the 20th century), views of the lake were removed. This
results in a mix of the orientation of dwellings.
Heritage Attributes: “North-West Area”:
•
•

•

•

•

Topography and Natural Features:
o Shoreline of Lake Ontario and erosion area
Vegetation on public and private lands:
o Native species of trees such as white pine, sugar maple, and white spruce which
grow into maturity and provide a dense tree canopy; and,
o Other native species and gardens/landscaping.
Lot fabric and circulation patterns:
o Narrow streets oriented north-south; and,
o Rectangular-shaped lots adapted from the 1885 Plan of subdivision which are larger
than that of the core area.
Built features of the 19th and early 20th centuries:
o Properties currently identified on the Town of Grimsby Heritage Register;
o Mid-to late 19th century Victorian cottages;
o 20th century cottages indicative of a second wave of growth; and,
o Other built features and structures of the 19th and early 20th century which are
remnants of the Methodist Campground and Grimsby Park era.
Significant views and vistas (can Include significant panoramic, kinetic, and static views):
o Views along streets towards Lake Ontario; and,
o Views of Lake Ontario from the termination of streets.

The Grimsby Beach study area includes characteristics indicative of an evolved cultural heritage
landscape. This existing character of the landscape includes a combination of natural and built
features, open spaces, and views culminating in a unique sense of place. While the study area
includes individual properties that have been either listed or designated under the Ontario Heritage
Act, the overall character of the community has not been formally recognized in municipal policy.
Further, the Town of Grimsby Official Plan does not include specific policies which are intended to
guide change management and ensure the heritage character of the study area is conserved. This
includes policies geared towards compatible new development as well as the conservation of
heritage fabric.
It is important to note that conservation is identified in the Parks Canada Standards & Guidelines of
Historic Places in Canada as including three main components. Those being, rehabilitation,
preservation, and restoration. Therefore, the accepted definition of conservation does not preclude
change and/or new use which is sensitive to the cultural heritage resources.
In order to guide change in the area, it is recommended that the existing character of Grimsby
Beach be defined and recognized within the Town’s policy framework in order to provide policies
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which are appropriate to the unique features of the area. There are various tools available to
conserve cultural heritage resources, under either the Ontario Heritage Act or the Planning Act.
Protection of cultural heritage resources under the Ontario Heritage Act includes listing and/or
designating individual properties, and including them in the existing heritage register. While this
option is available, it would not recognize the relationship properties have to each-other, their
setting, and the public realm. Part V of the Ontario Heritage Act enables a municipality to designate
multiple properties as a Heritage Conservation District (HCD). The benefit of HCD designation is
that it is accompanied by a Plan which provides policies and guidelines for change management.
The policies and guidelines in each HCD Plan are specific to its location and can be more or less
restrictive depending on the context. The policies and guidelines of a HCD Plan are intended to
address issues related to cultural heritage resources and do not address broader planning issues,
such as parking, traffic, and servicing (for example). However, HCD Plans are able to comment on
these issues should they be identified as having the potential to impact the identified character of
an area and/or its heritage attributes.
Protection of cultural heritage resources under the Planning Act can include amendments to Official
Plan Policy, the completion of Secondary Plans, Design Guidelines, and changes to Zoning By-laws,
for example. Official Plans have the ability to recognize geographically defined areas as character
areas which refer to a set of policies specific to the area, including those related to height, density,
and the requirement for Heritage Impact Assessments. Similarly, this can be accomplished through
comprehensive Secondary Plans and related documents, such as design guidelines. Changes to
Zoning By-law policy can include those related to the subdivision of parcels and permitted uses,
for example.
Regardless of whether or not the Town of Grimsby pursues the conservation of cultural heritage
resources under the legislated authority of either the Ontario Heritage Act or the Planning Act, it is
recommended that the cultural heritage character and significance of the area be recognized in a
manner that enables the conservation of its heritage character as a combination of properties and
public spaces.

12.0 Community Engagement
The Grimsby Beach study is guided by a robust Public Engagement and Consultation Plan which
provides goals and objectives for engagement throughout the study as well as key steps and
approaches for obtaining community input. The following section of the background report
provides a summary of the public input received through the public engagement held to date.
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12.1 Grimsby Beach Walking Tour
On October 24 and November 14, 2020, the
Town of Grimsby and MHBC Planning
conducted a series of walking tours of the
Grimsby Beach area in small groups. The
purpose was to learn more about the area
from the community and gain a better
understanding of issues and opportunities
facing Grimsby Beach. Participants included
residents, members of Council and the
Stakeholder Advisory Committee.
The walking tour provided an opportunity
for the Town staff and the project team to
directly discuss the study with residents and
identify opportunities and challenges that
face Grimsby Beach from their perspective.
The 70 residents who participated in the
walking tour were given a brochure that
included a map of the route and stops
throughout Grimsby Beach (See Appendix
D). At each stop, residents had a chance to
identify features and elements that define
the area as well as information regarding the
history of the area and how it has evolved
over time.
Based on the community feedback, a number of key themes emerged. These key themes were
identified as defining characteristics of Grimsby Beach and as well opportunities and challenges it
faces. Key themes include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trees
Land Ownership
Parks
Tourism
Parking
Scale and Height of New Homes
Study Area Boundary
Shoreline and Erosion
Traffic
Heritage
Other (e.g. lighting, trespassing, etc.)
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Comments and concerns regarding the key themes were organized based on what was heard,
concerns, ideas, questions, study considerations. The summary of the Grimsby Beach walking tour
can be found in Appendix E.
12.2 Community Survey
Following the Grimsby Beach walking tour, a community survey was shared to give residents and
other users of Grimsby Beach an opportunity to share what they value about the neighbourhood.
The survey was conducted using an online survey tool, Survey Monkey. A link to the survey was also
shared on a Grimsby Beach community Facebook group (See Appendix E). Respondents were also
encouraged to share the survey with individuals who live in or close to Grimsby Beach. The survey
was open from January 4. 2021 to January 20, 2021 and almost 800 responses were collected.
A detailed summary of responses can be found at Appendix F.
While not a scientific survey, the survey questions and responses are important to understand the
views, perspectives and values the community have with respect to the features in Grimsby Beach,
what is important and what challenges and issues are of concern.
The majority of respondents who completed the survey were Grimsby residents, 25% of which live
in Grimsby Beach. Recreational visitors and individuals who were previous residents of Grimsby
Beach made up the next largest group of respondents (see Figure 36 below). As for the length of
time residents have lived in Grimsby Beach, the survey found that the average tenure was 15 years,
but ranged between several months to more than 40 years.

Responses (%)

How would you identify your relationship to
Grimsby Beach?
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Relation to Grimsby Beach

Figure 36 - How would you identify your relationship to Grimsby Beach? (Source: Survey Monkey, 2021)
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Respondents were asked to rank the importance of elements that make up Grimsby Beach on a
scale from 1 to 5, 1 being least important and 5 being most important. These elements included:
the historic homes, the beach and shoreline, park space, the mature trees and the historic village
character. The survey found that each element that comprises Grimsby Beach are equally important
to everyone who completed the survey. Based on the graph below, the number of respondents
that chose each element as ‘very important’ did not vary by much. However, based on the number
of responses, the beach and shoreline was viewed to be the most important element of Grimsby
Beach. This was closely followed by the historic village character, the historic homes and the mature
trees (See Figure 37 below).
Respondents also noted that the sense of community, the natural environment and sense of history
were all elements that are important to Grimsby Beach. Based on these results, it is evident that
each part of Grimsby Beach has significance to not only residents, but also for visitors of the area.

Responses (%)

On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being least important
to you and 5 being most important to you,
how would you rank the following parts of
Grimsby Beach?
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1 (least important)
2
3
4
The historic The beach
homes
and shoreline

The park
space

The mature
trees

The historic
village
character

5 (most important)
Not applicable

Elements of Grimsby Beach

Figure 37 - How would you rank the following parts of Grimsby Beach? (Source: Survey Monkey, 2021)
Respondents were asked to rate how the following issues and challenges affected the area based
on their own experiences. These Issues and challenges included: protection of the shoreline,
accessibility to the shoreline and public lands, protection of neighbourhood character, protection
of heritage features, protection of trees and open space, enhancement of public lands, and
improvements to parking and traffic.
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The survey found that the protection of the neighbourhood character, heritage features and the
protection of trees and open space were the most important challenges that Grimsby Beach faces.
Compared to parking and traffic which was found to be the least important issue concerning
Grimsby Beach (See Figure 38 below).

Responses (%)

Based on your experience within Grimsby
Beach, how would you rate the following
challenges/issues affecting the area on a
scale of 1 to 5? 1 being least important to you
and 5 being most important to you.
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1 (Least important)
2
3
4
5 (Most important)
Not applicable

Issue/Challenge

Figure 38 - Based on your experience within Grimsby Beach, how would you rate the following
challenges/issues affect the area on a scale of 1 to 5? (Source: Survey Monkey, 2021)

As mentioned previously, characteristics of a place can be defined by patterns unique at the
neighbourhood, lot and housing level. The survey asked respondents to rank the importance of the
following features that defined the character of Grimsby Beach. These features included: Lotting
sizes and Shapes, Street Trees, Street Lighting, Road Widths and Natural Areas.
At the neighbourhood level, respondents ranked the natural areas of Grimsby Beach to be the most
defining neighbourhood feature. Street trees and the lotting sizes and shapes were ranked the
second highest. The responses highlight the importance that the natural environment has towards
defining the neighbourhood character of Grimsby Beach (See Figure 39 below).
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Responses (%)

Of the neighbourhood features noted below,
which do you feel best defines Grimsby
Beach’s character on a scale of 1 to 5, 1
being the least defining and 5 being the most
defining?
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1 (least defining)
2
3
4
5 (most defining)
Lotting Sizes
and Shapes

Street Trees Street Lighting Road Widths Natural Areas

Not applicable

Neighbourhood Features

Figure 39 - Of the neighbourhood feature noted, which do you feel best defines Grimsby Beach’s

character on a scale of 1 to 5? (Source: Survey Monkey, 2021).

At the lot level, respondents ranked lotting features that included: Coverage of building and
structures on the Lot, Building Orientation, Location and Placement of Driveways and Walkways
and Trees and Landscaping.
The survey found that trees and landscaping was the most defining lotting feature in Grimsby
Beach. Coverage of buildings and structures on the lot was the next highest-ranked feature. The
location and placement of driveways and walkways were found to be the least defining feature of
Grimsby Beach (See Figure 40 below).
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Of the lotting features noted below, which do
you feel most define the character of Grimsby
Beach on scale of 1 to 5? 1 being least
defining and 5 being most defining?
60%

1 (least defining)

Responses (%)

50%

2

40%

3

30%

4

20%

5 (most defining)
Not applicable

10%
0%

Coverage of
Building
Location and
buildings and Orientation (Front, Placement of
structures on the Side and rear Yard Driveways and
Lot
Setbacks)
Walkways

Trees and
Landscaping

Lotting Features

Figure 40 - Of the lotting features noted below, which do you feel most define the character of Grimsby
Beach on a scale of 1 to 5? (Source: Survey Monkey, 2021)

At the housing level, respondents were asked to rank the following features: Architectural Style,
Building Materials, Colour and Textures, Building Height, Rood Style, Size of Homes, Location and
Placement of Porches and Deck and Style, Size, and Location of Garages.
The architectural style of homes was found to be the most defining housing feature of Grimsby
Beach. Building materials, colours and texture were also found to be a very important defining
feature at the housing level. As mentioned previously, the wooden frame “Victorian” style homes
throughout Grimsby Beach have become a landmark that defines the neighbourhood character.
Based on the findings of the survey, the importance of the visual component of homes is reinforced
(See Figure 41 below). As for the least defining features, the style, size and location of garages were
not viewed to be an important housing feature that contributed to the character Grimsby Beach.
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Responses (%)

Of the housing features noted below, which
do you feel most defines the character of
Grimsby Beach on a scale of 1 to 5? 1 being
least defining and 5 being most defining
1 (least defining)

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

2
3
4
5 (most defining)
Not applicable

Housing Features

Figure 41 - of the housing features noted below, which do you feel most defines the character of Grimsby
Beach on a scale of 1 to 5? (Source: Survey Monkey, 2021).

The survey also included open-ended questions for community members to provide thoughts and
perspectives on the study and Grimsby Beach as a whole.
Respondents emphasized their concern to conserve Grimsby Beach’s “history and uniqueness”
from the artistic culture, quaint-cottage like feeling and vibrant-coloured houses, to the narrow
winding streets and overall charming town layout. Respondents voiced the concern on the
protection of the heritage of the area, noting concerns regarding compatibility of new
developments. Some of these concerns were regarded as the “mansionization” of new homes and
condo developments to cater to higher density, which may take away and block the residents from
the “view of the lake, existing low density environment and local township ambiance of Grimsby
Beach”. Parks were also a great concern, many addressing the lack of park features such as, benches,
public washrooms, accessibility to the lakefront, street lights for safe walkability, community
gardens, recreational activity infrastructure, preservation of existing ecological features such as
native trees and in general more green space.
Respondents stated that they would like to see efforts made towards Heritage Conservation,
Shoreline and Erosion be addressed, and a Tree Plan to strategically improve the existing natural
environment of Grimsby Beach. Other suggestions provided by respondents included the
following:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heritage and environmental protection legislation;
Attaining a Heritage Conservation District designation;
Avoiding intensification measures near shoreline;
Increasing infrastructure for active transportation such as walking and cycling on the
lakefront;
increasing accessibility to the beach for residents and tourists to avoid issues of trespassing;
Cleaning up the beach;
Protection of views of the lake;
Trim and plant more trees to address the erosion issue; and,
Spend some money on beach maintenance and pier redevelopment to improve the
experience of visiting Grimsby Beach.

Overall, respondents wanted to ensure that the results of the study will result with Grimsby Beach
being a place that is looked after and valued for its unique culture, heritage, and natural beauty and
respected by tourists that visit Grimsby Beach.
The survey also asked respondents if they had any additional comments regarding the study or the
area. The majority of responses primarily focused on Heritage Preservation, Grimsby Beach
Enhancements, Public Maintenance, Parking, Traffic, and Visitor Restrictions.
Heritage Preservation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concerns have often been defined as preserving the beach area;
Keeping the ‘heritage character’ of Grimsby;
Protection of views and vistas;
People would like enhancements on run-down heritage buildings and/or housing but still
maintain the same architectural style;
Many people appear that they are anti-development, expressing their dissatisfaction with
developers taking over the land, increasing building densities;
Many concerns stem from the complaints on the property tax being increased because of
the new housing developments;

Beach Enhancements and Public Maintenance
•
•
•
•

Respondents would like the beach to be more accessible and safer for residents and tourists;
Enhancements should include a waterfront bike path, adding railings to the steps on the
way down to the shoreline, boat launch, tables, and benches;
Proper garbage disposal/cleanup should be maintained especially when visitors come for
vacation during the summertime;
Street enhancements should be made to provide for proper paved streets and green
spaces;

Parking
•

Visitors parking on Lake Street, pose a safety threat to children playing nearby;
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•
•

There should be parking spots for visitors near the beach which will minimize the vehicle
traffic.
Other measures included ticketing cars without parking permits on Lake Street.

Respondents were also asked if there was anything they wanted the Town to know or address
outside of the study. The comments and concerns were overall the same and were centred on
themes of Heritage Preservation, Grimsby Beach Enhancements, Public Maintenance, Parking,
Traffic, and Visitor Restrictions.
In areas outside of the study, a resident has proposed that Downtown Grimsby must be made more
accessible for handicapped individuals (i.e., cater for both wheelchair and strollers) as this
jeopardizes their mobility. A few respondents also said that there should be more community led
initiatives such as community gardens.
12.3 Community Survey Summary
Based on the findings of the community survey, it is evident that Grimsby Beach is not only
important to the residents that live there, but also to the greater community as a whole. Given the
history of the neighbourhood, respondents emphasized the importance of protecting Grimsby
Beach by improving accessibility and guidance on issues related to the natural and built
environment. Accessibility improvements included providing better access to the beach and
installing public restrooms and benches that can be used by tourists and residents. In terms of
guidance, given how unique Grimsby Beach is from a planning perspective, respondents stated
that there should be guidelines or plans that help preserve the historic milieu of the area. Examples
include Tree plans, Heritage conservation district designations and even broad design guidelines
for new builds.
12.4 Stakeholder Questionnaire
Members of the Stakeholder Advisory Committee and additional community stakeholders were
given additional short answer questions and an opportunity to provide further comments
regarding the change that has been ongoing in Grimsby Beach. When asked about their interest in
the Grimsby Beach area, respondents stated that they have lived in the neighbourhood for a long
time and wanted to make that it remains a place that can be enjoyed by both residents and visitors.
“I have lived here for almost 35 years and seen positive and negative changes. I would like to help
maximize what I see to be the positive changes.” – Stakeholder Advisory Committee member
In terms of key land use changes and other changes occurring in the area, respondents stated that
most changes are due to incoming homeowners and the influx of tourism. Stakeholder
respondents stated that changes are welcomed in the neighbourhood. However, some changes
that homeowners have made to their homes are not consistent with the character of Grimsby
Beach. Recommendations to overcome these concerns included implementing design guidelines
to ensure that the cottage area feel of the neighbourhood remains the same. Tourism was also
stated as another change occurring the area. Although tourism is not new, the recent rise in tourism
has highlighted that the area is not able to accommodate the larger number of people visiting the
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neighbourhood. Due to the influx of tourism, many stated that there are issues for parking, traffic
and sanitation. With respect to the results of the community survey, Stakeholders emphasized that
the lack of parking is a major concern for individuals who live in Grimsby Beach. Due to the lack of
parking, most visitors tend to drive through the neighbourhood which has results in traffic issues.
These traffic issues include cars driving the wrong way down roads and competing for space with
pedestrians due to the lack of sidewalks. It was recommended that additional parking should be
located outside of the “Core Area” of Grimsby Beach to reduce traffic and make the area safer for
pedestrians. In terms of sanitation, SAC members recommended that the Town should install
public washrooms and garbage bins for visitors. However, other SAC members were opposed to
public washrooms, stating that they concerns towards maintenance and potential issues with
vandalism.
“With visitors come the need to park. Our streets are becoming congested with visitor parking on both
sides of the street and on park land. It would be nice to offer parking outside the immediate area so
visitors can park and walk in.” - Stakeholder Advisory Committee member
Stakeholders also stated that the biggest challenges for planning in Grimsby Beach, was
maintaining the cottage area feel of the neighbourhood. More specifically, whether new land use
rules will allow for intensification and homes that do not complement the community. Additionally,
another challenge that was mentioned was the protection of the natural heritage of Grimsby Beach.
Natural heritage referring to the trees and shoreline, which are considered important characteristics
of the area.
In terms of opportunities, respondents emphasized the importance that collaboration with
residents, local builders and the Town will have towards ensuring that Grimsby Beach maintains its
cottage area feel in the future. Many recommended that the Town should work with residents and
local experts to create plans and guidelines that restore, enhance, beautify and maintain the
character of Grimsby Beach. Examples of plans and guidelines included a Tree Plan for replanting
trees and implementing design guidelines for new builds and replacements.
“A huge part of the essence of this community is trees. Many consider it the most important attribute.” –
Stakeholder Advisory Committee member
Stakeholder respondents re-emphasized the importance of protecting the natural heritage of
Grimsby Beach. Other comments also stated that they are aware of the inconsistences of
landownership and would like to work with the Town to provide clarification.
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13.0 Key Findings and Areas for Consideration
13.1 Physical Context and Existing Conditions
Key Findings
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The Grimsby Beach Area is approximately 17.6 ha in area.
It is located along the shore of Lake Ontario, west of Baker Road North and east of Park Road
North. Lake Street bisects the north and south parts of the study area.
The majority of the area is residential and includes parks and the beach area along the
shoreline.
There are additional areas that should be included in the study area going forward. These
areas and the existing study area can be divided into three sub areas for the purpose of
defining character: Core Area, Northwest Area and the South Area.
The majority of housing in the study area was developed pre-1945.
The majority of changes in the area have come through replacement housing, renovations
and additions which have been facilitated through minor variance applications.
Many lots have been merged through deeming by-laws.
Recent applications for severances have raised concerns related to overbuilding on existing
lots with current zoning.

Areas for Further Consideration
•

Further review of the existing zoning should be considered to address the characteristic of
each sub area.

13.2 Historical Context
Key Findings
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Grimsby Beach area is situated within the recognised territory of the Anishinaabe
(Anishinabek Nation).
Grimsby Beach has a rich, local history and has evolved since its settlement in the late 18th
century.
Its use a “Methodist Campground” and creation of “tent lots” is still visible though the road
and lotting pattern still in place today.
Many of the original wood-frame cottages have been replaced with the consolidation of
the smaller “old survey lots”.
The park areas that provided the original recreational features for the campground are still
in place and serve as a continued focal area and gathering place for the community.
The introduction of Lake Street as a through Street changed the local road pattern for the
area.
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•
•

The shoreline has continued to erode with some areas becoming in accessible.
Many of the historic homes and features have been protected as significant cultural
heritage resources under the Ontario Heritage Act.

Areas for Further Consideration
•

The importance of the area’s history should be reflected in policy and the historical
elements of the community should be further considered through the full range of
planning and heritage tools available to ensure the character and history of the area is
preserved.
The additional study areas should be included in the further consideration of policies and
regulations or the area as they form an integral part of Grimsby Beach.

•

13.3 Transportation
Key Findings
•

Lake Street is the main east-west roadway serving the area as a collector road. Baker Road,
Betts Avenue and Park Street all serve as north-south roadways in the area. The balance of
the area is served by narrow streets and cul-de-sac streets north of Lake Street.
Bicycle lanes are provided along with a Waterfront Trail on Lake Street.
Initial operational traffic analysis indicates that all existing intersections operate with
acceptable delays and are operating well under capacity.

•
•
•

Limited parking is available in the study area with approximately 14 municipal parking
spots divided between Bell Park and Temple Lane.

Areas for Further Consideration
•
•

Improvements to sightlines for some internal roads should be further considered.
Additional signage for parking areas and potential improvements to parking areas should
be further reviewed.
Clarification of publically accessible linkages should be confirmed to add to the active
transportation opportunities.
A review of peak summer conditions, future potential roadway improvements, potential
additional parking areas, and right-of-way impacts will be completed during a review of
future conditions.

•
•

13.4 Servicing
Key Findings
•

The current population is estimated to be approximately 437 people, based on a
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population density of 2.91 persons per unit and 150 units.
•

There appears to be sufficient water supply in the Study Area. Municipal water services in
this area are known to have high pressures, indicating that additional capacity may be
available. Hydrant flow tests should be completed to confirm flows in the Study Area.

•

Existing sanitary sewers within the Study Area appear to be have sufficient capacity for
current conditions. Some capacity is available for future population growth and/or
intensification.

•

The majority of the sanitary sewers analyzed with the use of CCTV appear to be in good
working condition. To date 80% of the sanitary sewers in the Study Area have been
reviewed. Further assessment should be completed to obtain a more accurate rating of
the overall sanitary system.

•

A capacity issue related to wet weather flows has been identified in the catchment area
for the Baker Road WWTP. Several options are being considered to address the issue.

•

Limited stormwater management infrastructure is present in the Study Area. The majority
of the Study Area relies on overland flow to local ditches or the shore. There are three (3)
un-named storm sewer outlets at Baker Street, Auditorium Circle and Park Street North.

•

The Study Area has no quality or quantity controls for storm water management.

•

The narrow lanes and roadways of the Study Area may limit the installation of additional
servicing infrastructure if minimum separation distances cannot be maintained. Existing
underground services can likely be upgraded and/or replaced in situ.

Areas for Further Consideration
•

Subsurface utility inspections should be completed as new and/or future development or
redevelopment is proposed in order to confirm the capacity and condition of the existing
infrastructure as required.

•

The storm sewer network in the Auditorium Circle portion of the Study Area should be
further assessed to determine if the capacity and outfall is adequately sized for future
conditions.

•

Quality control for storm water management should be incorporated for stormwater
management with future development.

•

Additional water demand analysis should be completed as the Land Use Study progresses
to determine future demands in the Study Area.

•

The Town and Region should continue to consider upgrades as part of ongoing
improvement projects.

13.5 Natural Heritage and Shoreline
Key Findings
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•

•

•

•
•

One of the most noteworthy natural-heritage features in the Grimsby Beach study area is
the tree community, which constitute an urban forest. Many of the trees are Carolinian
species, and many are the remnants of the old-growth forest that existed in this area at the
time of settlement
At least 20 tree species exist in the study area. Many are quite mature, and a few are nonnative. The tree community includes a Butternut. If this tree is a purebred butternut it is
classified as a provincially endangered species.
The urban forest in Grimsby Beach provides wildlife habitat as well as aesthetic amenities
for humans including shade, protection from the wind, and opportunities for bird watching.
Trees and other vegetation along much of the shoreline also make significant contributions
to slope stability.
The shoreline within the study area is approximately 845 metres in length.
Approximately 63% of the Grimsby Beach shoreline was observed to be well protected.
About 9% of the shoreline is either unprotected or poorly protected and is expected to be
vulnerable to increased erosion if storm frequency increases.

Areas for Consideration
•
•
•

A maternal bat roost survey should be considered to determine if the urban forest in
Grimsby Beach meets the criteria for Significant Wildlife Habitat.
Genetic testing of the Butternut tree in Grimsby Beach should be considered to determine
if the tree is purebred or hybrid.
A more detailed assessment of the shoreline areas that exhibit poor condition should be
undertaken to assess existing structures that may be compromised.

13.6 Policy Framework
Key Findings
•

•
•

•

Provincial Policy documents provide the general framework that guides municipalities on
land use and development. The PPS and the Growth Plan both provide objectives for
protecting and enhancing natural and cultural heritage resources while recognizing how
growth is to be directed within the urban structure of the Regional and local plans.
The Grimsby Beach area is reflective of an existing settlement under the Greenbelt Plan.
Intensification and higher densities are to be located in strategic growth areas, to make
efficient use of land and infrastructure and support transit viability (Section 1.2.1). These
areas are further defined by Regional and Local Policies, which includes Grimsby Beach
including implementation of future design guidelines.
Regional policies provide direction for land use policies within the Town of Grimsby Official
Plan. With a growing Niagara Region, intensification within the Town of Grimsby is
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•

•

•

•

•

expected. However, areas featuring Built Heritage Resources and Cultural Heritage
Landscapes, including the Study Area, are protected from significant intensification and site
alteration per the policies provided in Chapter 10 of the Regional Official Plan.
The Grimsby Official Plan provides land use policies that provide for land uses and the
protection of natural area within the study area, as well as areas of cultural and heritage
significance
The Grimsby Beach area is predominantly designated Low Density Residential. There are
specific policies related to development within the low density residential designation and
stable residential neighbourhoods. Both natural heritage and cultural heritage are generally
protected through the current Official Plan policies.
Specific regulations for the study area are provided within the Town of Grimsby Zoning Bylaw. Zones include Grimsby Beach (GB) which provides regulations that protect the historic
lot pattern of the area, in addition to the size of development relevant to lot size.
The Town of Grimsby Council Strategic Priorities provide guidance that ensure that
development within the Town is aligned with Town priorities. This includes preserving the
heritage and character of existing homes and providing innovative solutions for tent lots
within the Grimsby Beach area. Future guidelines are recommended to aid in the shaping
of future policy documents provided by the municipality.
The shoreline is regulated by the Niagara Peninsula Conversation Authority regulation
mapping which protects flood and erosion hazard lands along the shoreline.

Areas for Future Consideration
•

•
•

There are several opportunities to expand the current policy and regulatory framework
applicable to the Grimsby Beach study area to better manage and control change and
development.
Further consideration of amendments to the Official Plan and Zoning By-law for the study
area should be undertaken to better protect and enhance the area’s existing character.
Several additional planning and heritage tools should be assessed to further implement
new planning policies and regulations, including implementation of future design
guidelines.

13.7 Heritage and Planning Tools
Key Findings
•
•

Updated Official Plan policies can better define the area and direct change appropriate for
area’s physical and historical context.
Properties designated or listed under the Ontario Heritage Act, areas defined as Cultural
Heritage Landscapes under the PPS and Heritage Conservation Districts provide under Part
V of the Ontario Heritage Act area all tools available for further consideration for the Grimsby
Beach Area.
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•

Several recent heritage studies of the Grimsby Beach Area have provided good base
information to consider further heritage tool implementation.

Areas for Further Consideration
•

Each of the identified tools and approaches for land use planning and for heritage
protection should be further assessed with community input in the next phase of the study.

13.8 Neighbourhood and Heritage Character
Key Findings
•
•

•

Neighbourhood character is defined by features at the neighbourhood, lot and housing
level.
While there are some characteristics that are applicable to the study area as a whole (land
use, building height) there are distinctive features of the Core, Northwest and South areas
of the study area for which a distinct character can be described.
The Core Area has the following distinctive physical and heritage characteristics:










Topography and Natural Features:
o Shoreline of Lake Ontario and beach areas;
o Gently rolling topography with sandy soils;
Vegetation on public and private lands:
o Native species of trees such as white pine, sugar maple, and white spruce
which grow into maturity and provide a dense tree canopy;
o Other native species and gardens/landscaping;
Lot fabric and circulation patterns:
o Narrow, organically evolved lanes with unique patterns and orientations
resulting from the use of the landscape as part of the Methodist
Campground;
o Rear lanes;
o Refection of original “tent lots” as well as other irregular shaped lots;
o Unique pie-shaped lot fabric surrounding Auditorium Circle;
o Lots oriented towards the Lakefront (i.e. Victoria Terrace);
Built features of the 19th and early 20th centuries:
o Properties currently identified on the Town of Grimsby Heritage Register;
o Mid to late 19th century Victorian cottages;
o 20th century cottages indicative of a second wave of growth;
o Other built features and structures of the 19th and early 20th century which
are remnants of the Methodist Campground and Grimsby Park era;
o Predominantly 1 ½ storey homes.
Public Spaces;
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o Bell Park;
o Victoria Terrace;
Significant views and vistas (can Include significant panoramic, kinetic, and static views):
o Views along streets to Lake Ontario; and
o Views from public spaces which contribute to the area’s unique heritage
character.

The South Area has the following identified physical and heritage characteristics:











Topography and Natural Features:
o Gently rolling topography with sandy soils;
Vegetation on public and private lands:
o Native species of trees such as white pine, sugar maple, and white spruce which
grow into maturity and provide a dense tree canopy;
o Other native species and gardens/landscaping;
Lot fabric and circulation patterns:
o Rectangular and L-shaped lots adapted from the 1885 Plan of subdivision which
are larger than that of the core area;
o Orientation to Lake Street, Betts Avenue and Grand Avenue;
o Range of setbacks;
o Larger front and rear yards, with houses spaced further apart;
Built features of the 19th and early 20th centuries:
o Properties currently identified on the Town of Grimsby Heritage Register;
o Mid to late 19th century Victorian cottages;
o 20th century cottages indicative of a second wave of growth;
o Predominantly 1 ½ storey homes.
Public Spaces;
o Grimsby Tree Stand (Designated Part IV) *Note: A portion of the Grimsby Tree stand
is located outside of the study area and is part of the recommended expansion area.
Significant views and vistas (can Include significant panoramic, kinetic, and static views):
o Views along Betts Avenue and Birchpark Drive towards Lake Ontario.

The Northwest Area has the following identified physical and heritage features:





Topography and Natural Features:
o Shoreline of Lake Ontario and erosion area;
Vegetation on public and private lands:
o Native species of trees such as white pine, sugar maple, and white spruce which
grow into maturity and provide a dense tree canopy;
o Other native species and gardens/landscaping;
Lot fabric and circulation patterns:
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o Narrow streets oriented north-south;
o Rectangular-shaped lots adapted from the 1885 Plan of subdivision which are
larger than that of the core area;
Built features of the 19th and early 20th centuries:
o Properties currently identified on the Town of Grimsby Heritage Register;
o Mid-to late 19th century Victorian cottages;
o 20th century cottages indicative of a second wave of growth;
o Other built features and structures of the 19th and early 20th century which are
remnants of the Methodist Campground and Grimsby Park era;
o Predominantly 1 ½ storey homes with some 2 storey and larger homes.
o
Significant views and vistas (can Include significant panoramic, kinetic, and static views):
o Views along streets towards Lake Ontario; and
o Views of Lake Ontario from the termination of streets.

Areas for Further Consideration
•

•
•
•

Characteristics of the identified areas should be utilized to better define changes to policies
and regulations to ensure what can be redeveloped is in keeping with the existing physical
and heritage characteristics.
Additional policies related to views both kinetic and static should be considered.
Additional policies to protect the existing lotting patterns should be developed.
Additional considerations for tree protection should be explored to protect the significant
trees and vegetative features of the area.

13.9 Community Engagement
Key Findings
•
•

•

•

The responses from the community walking tour identified several key challenges and
opportunities within the study area.
Trees, land ownership, parks, tourism, parking, new homes, study boundary, shoreline
protection, traffic and heritage were all raised as key areas of concern and areas to be further
addressed in the study.
Based on the community and stakeholder surveys the community strongly noted that the
area’s history, the beach and shoreline, park space, mature trees and village character are all
equally important.
The most significant issue and challenge facing Grimsby Beach was the protection for the
shoreline, the protection of heritage, neighbourhood character and the protection of trees
and open space.
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•
•
•

Respondents noted the most significant features to define Grimsby Beach are the natural
areas.
Trees and landscaping were the most defining features for lots in the area.
The most defining housing features for the area were the architectural style, building
materials and colours.

Areas for Further Consideration
•
•

Several ideas and comments from the walking tours and the survey are being considered
for quick wins to be implemented prior to the study completion.
Several of the community’s concerns align with the key findings of the background report
and will be addressed in the next phase to ensure the most effective tools are used to
address they key concerns related to natural areas, heritage and neighbourhood character.
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